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QUEEN FINALISTS—finalists for Murray High School Homecoming Queen this year are, from left Regina Bum-
phis, a senior, the daughter of Mrs. Ora Nell Bumphis; Gwen Purdom, a senior, daughter of Mrs. Mona Purdom
and Pete Purdom; and Donna Hughes, a senior, daughter of Mrs. Glenda Hughes and Brent Hughes. All three
students have been cheerleaders for three years. The new Homecoming Queen will be crowned Friday night at
MHS Homecoming by last year's queen Elizabeth Whitmer.. Staft Photo by David Hill
120 Units To Be In MSU
Homecoming Parade v
The King's Island Banana Splits
cartoon characters and approximately
120 other units will Make up the 1976
Homecoming Parade that kicks off
Saturday's activities at Murray State
University.
Beginning on 15th Street at 9:30 a. m.,
the parade will take its theme of
"Movies from the '70s" down Main
Street to downtown Murray and around
the courthouse square.
Floats, displays, and all of the area
royalty, including the five H
Queen finalista, will be featd in the
parade which, according to Student
Government Association Homecoming
chairman Terry McKinney, will be
"larger than last year."
The five nominees for the title of 1976
'Homecoming Queen are Gale Broach'
, and Krista Kennedy, MurraK.-Anne
Brurrun, Lansing, Ill.; Toni 'Sparks,
Greenville; and Betty Fox, Louisville.
Leading the parade will be the
Murray State ROTC Cnlor Guard and
the Marching Thoroughbred Band,
majorette squad, cheerleaders, and
school mascot.
Providing other marching beats will
be high school, junior high, and middle
school bands from Ballard -County,
Dawson Springs,"North Marshall, South
Marshall, Benton, Marshall County,
Calloway County, Murray Middle and
Obion, Tenn.
Special guests riding in the_parade
' will include members of the bbard of
regents, Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president emeritus, Murray State
President Constantine W. Curris and
his wife, and Alumni Association
Presidentitichard Lewis of Benton.
About 20 floats and yard displays
representing Greek and independent
-"groups on campus will be competing for
cash prizes. Winners will be announced
and trophies awarded during pregame
ceremonies.
Also before the clash between
Murray State and Middle Tennessee at
2 p. m. in Roy Stewart Stadium, the
Homecoming Queen will be crowned by
Dr. Curris at 1: 30 p.
Among other enteirs to be featured in
the parade are the Shriners mini-cars,
the BreclOridge Job Corps Drill Team,
local 'baton twirling teams, Cub and
Girj-Scout units, Ranger and Pershing
Rifles Units, antique cars, four-wheel
drive and hot-rod tractors, and a kazoo
band.
Setting the stage for activities during
the 44th annual weekend get-together
will be a Jerry Reed concert scheduled
Thursday at 8 p. m. in The West
Kentucky Livestock and Expositiok
Center at Murray State.
The Grand Ole Opry star wW be
acCompanied by Murray State facult).
alumni and students, and friends
Tickets are Pi in advance at the Bank.),
Murray's main branch, Peoples Bank
downtown. the Hopkinsville Federa:
Savings and Loan office on Main Streei
the Coldwater Blues at Five Points, an
Rose's department store. ,
(See Parade, Page 14j
Local Pastor Is Involved 'In
Pineville Christmas Project
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Rev. Bill Whittaker, pastor of the
First Baptist Church here, has for the
last six years headed up an aripual
Christmas food distribution projet at
the Clear Creek Baptist School in
Pineville, Ky.
"Bro. Bill," as he likes to be called, is
al -it- again this year, and plans call for
$4,100 in turkeys, groceries and cash to
be 'diStributed to the school's 200
families.
Turkeys, called "gospel birds" by
those involved, along with $10 in
groceries and a $5 bill will be given to
each of the student families at the
school. A turkey will also be given to
each of the staff members.
. 'Bro. Bill got started in the project
when he pastored a neighboring church
to one pastored by the late Rev. Donald
'GOSPEL BIRDS'—Bro. Bill Whittaker, pastor of the first Baptist Church, is
involved again this year in spreading the Christmas cheer at Clear Creek
Bible School, in Pineville, Ky. Plans are underway already for the project
which distributes 'a turkey, $10 in groceries, and $5 to each student at the
school.
Burnett, who began the Christn.ds
project in 1967. Bro. Bill began helping
.Burnett, who died of A heart attack n
Thanksgiving Day, 1970. Since that
tune, Bro. Bill, a close friend .if
Burnett, has annually rallied former
Clear Creek students and their
churches to underwrite the expen-i.tc•e
project.
Burnett began the project because he
recalled that during his own student
days at Clear Creek. he knew student
families who were without meat, or.8!,,the. ables for weeks at a time.
inc ing Thanksgiving and Christmas
Most of the students are adults, itch.,
have left good jobs to attend the three-
year bible school, and are without .:
major source of income. The school 33 a--
begun to heir pastors in the region-
the Appalachian Mountains who v,t.r,
'without any type of training in It..•.:
work. . • -
Bro. Bill will go to Pineville, situal
near the Kentucky-Tennessee border ir
the southern portion of the Appalach.,:,-
iVlouritains, on Dec. 16 to distribute t..
turkeys and to speak in chapel. 'Pi
students get out of school that cla t
begin the Christmas holidays.
"The project meets a good nee:
said Bro. Bill, who is an honect•-....
alumnus of the school. "Most of t!..
students are middte-aged with la:'..
families and little work to supp, -
them,"
Bro. Bill continued that "Clear Cr'' -
ministerial Students are men who , ,f I •
pastor small mountain churches. v.' -
as janitor's, and -are employed 7
campus - cons( ruct ion projects
support their families while they stu :
for the ministry. Low incbmes '
student families, who previously mall-
up to $15,000 a Year, plus inflation;eftf.•
make their pantries almost empty. Thl•
ear when thank are 'd al Ft -.RI-
eek tables on Christmas, a plini:T
turkey will be the centerpic. e
surrounded" by other' holi(1;,•.
..dishes—gifts provided by forr.. '
students who also made a tremend ,.. -
financial sacrifice to obtain formal
training for the ministry."
ii, October 14, 1976 15' Per Copy One Section — 14 Pages
Council Okays Hospital
Bond Sale Ordinance On
First Reading Last Night
.Xn ordinance authorizing the sale of
S4 485 million in hospital construction
honds and an ordinance dealing with
ine extension of water and sewer mains
in the City of Murray were both
unanimously approved on the first
reading at a special session of the
Murray Common Council held last
nigh!.
Both ordinances are expected to be mar
market. The fiscal court was scheduleW
to take action on a similar
measure at its meeting this aft n.
Harold Sullivan, a repre tative of
Hilliard and Lyons of Pncrucah, told the
4. council that the borjtls would be offered
for sale in two aeFies. Series A bonds
amounting to- 59 million wW be of-
fered fo sale on the general bond
and Series B bonds amounting
enacted on the second and final  rading._j 1-895 million wilhe purrhased_14...
at the council's regular meeting the federal government, he said.
tonight. The first sale pf the bonds will be held
Both the city council anert,-11e later this month pending approval of
Calloway County Fiscal Co must the action by the council and the court,
approve the sale of the h tal bonds —which is anticipated.




R. L. Cooper . administrator of the
Calloway County Health Department,
spoke on the Swine Flu Vaccination
'Clinics to be held here at the meeting of
the Murray Lions Club held Tuesday
evening at the Murray Woman's Club
House..
Cooper said the clinics will be held at
the Murray State University Livestock
and 4posi4ion Center on the College
Farm Road on Wednesday, October 20,
from one to seV'eft p. m., and on
Thursday and Friday, October 21 and
22, from ten a. m. to five p.m.
The speaker said 16,000 doses have
been allotted-for Calloway County, and
that doctok„s and nurses will be in at-
tendance at the clinics at all time.
Announcement was made of the Lions
Club Radio Auction- to be on WNIBS-
WAAW on November 9, 10. and 11.
Members will be contacting businesses
to submit items for be auction, a club
spokesman said.
Dr. Terry Lee was a guest of Finis
Griffith.
Cloudy
Increasing cloudiness and not so cool
tonight, low in the 50s Mostly cloudy
and pleasant with a slight chance of
showers Friday, high in the mid to




















if enacted tonight, will provide the
following:
—An applicant for the extension of a
main will be required-to deposit an
amount equal to the construction cost of
the extension with the water system;
—Any property owners fronting the
extension who do not desire to hook on
to the water and sewer connections
shall be declared "non-participating."
WAt el: and sewer connections are_
later desired for non-participating tract
of property, that property owner will be
required to pay the pro-rata sharç. of
the construction of the original main
and that share will be refunded to the
original applicant.
Weisenberger Will Be
In Murray On Saturday
State Senator Richard Weisenberger
will be in Murray on Saturday, October
16, to discuss with Calloway Countians
issues relating to the upcoming special
session of the Kentucky General
Assembly.
He is scheduled to be in front of the
Courthouse in Murray at 11:30 a. m.
Weisenberger said the scheduled visit
here is one of seven stops planned
throughout the First Senatorial
District, which includes Carlisle,
Hickman, . Fulton, Graves, Calloway
and Marshall counties.
The first-term senator stressed the
importance of the special session,
pointing out that the subjects under
consideration will perhaps affect
Kentuckians more than the regular
session ear"er this year.
Uppermost in the minds of most
citizens, he said, is the final
implemematIon of the Judicial Article
mandates) by the voters in the 1975
general • election. The article-
establishes a four-tier court system
consisting of the Supreme Court, Court
of Appeals, Circuit Court and a new
District Court.
The District Court will be set up
during the special session and has
created more controversy than any
other part of the article, Weisenberger,
Proposed changes would eliminate
all judicial functions of the county
judge and revamp the duties of
virtually every -elected office in ,the
county. "I have serious doubts that the
public intended such sweeping changes
when they passed the Judicial Article
and I believe my constituents want me
to push for as little change as possible,"
he asserted.
Other issues likely to be considered
include the reinstatement of the death
penalty. Kentucky's present statute-has
been called unconstitutional and
Weisenberger said most of those he has
talked with favor keeping it.
Another proposal, seeks to redefine
minirnurn benefits under the state's
workmen's compensation law: Court
Rehearsing for the Style Show planned for Tuesday. October
Lovett Auditorium are, left, Carole Hahn. and Treva Mathis. committee members from the Music Department of
the Murras Woman's Club, sponsors of the show. Marjory" Major. center. of Far lands Trasel Agencs. talks with
the two "would be travelers" in a M.ene from the show on1he theme of "A Travelog of Tempting Togs." Fashions
from Focal stares will be featored;and the public is invited to attend, a department spokesman said.
decisions interpreting the present laM
are blamed for a Sharp increase in
insurance premiums paid by
employers.
Other possible subjects to be
considered include new mine safety
legislation and a multi-million dollar
sewer project in Jefferson County..
"I an looking forward to talking
personally with as many Calloway
Countians .as possible," Weisenberger
said. "It is only through direct
communication of this type that my
actions in Frankfort will best reflect the




Eleven board members and 'service
chairpersons attended the regular
quarterly:, meeting of the board of
directors of the ,Calloway County Red
Cross Chapter in the jury room of the
court house on Tuesday, October 12 at 4'
p.m.
Holmes Ellis, chairman, opened the
meeting and several reports and
discussions followed, .
The financial report given by
treasurer, Sid EasleyT showed a
balance of 43,124.14 for the Period July 1
-September 30, 1976. - -
"Mrs. Kathryn Glover, chairperson of
the-Red Ci'oss volunteer program said
she had been contacted regarding the
swine flu vaccine. Mrs. Glover also
indicated the need for volunteers to -
'take refreshments in the morning and
afternoon to patients at the Murray-
Calloway Counts' Hospital. Anyone
wishing 16 volunteer for this much
needed service, please phone 753-1421
or 753-5449. •
Dr. Ruth Cole reported that-there are
openings for the expectant parents
class which begin1 on October 26. The
(See Red Cross, Page 141








again host the 6th Annual Miss
Kentucky Teen-ager Pageant
to be held February 25, 26, and
27, 1977. The winner will
represent the State of Ken-
tucky at the MISS NATIONAL
TEEN-AGER PAGEANT to
be held in Atlanta, Georgia in
August. '• - - .
Miss Kentucky -Teen-ager
will receive $500 CASH and an
all expense paid trip to the
National Pageant for one
week including round trip
air fare and all meals and
lodging. $10,000.00 in CASH
Scholarships are .awarded at
the National Pageant where
all 50 states and the District of
Columbia are represented by




the National Pageant on Sept.
26th from Maryland to Texas.
Lynn Riddle, of Paducah is the
reigning Miss Kentucky Teen-
ager.




Per Pose In living
Color






is S. 1211ii 753-0035
Frey Perkin I. Reel
ager Pageant is open to all
girls 13-17 years of age as of
Jan. 1, 1977 with a "B"
average or above in school. An
orientation starty will be held
for all contestants.
Applications should be sub-
mitted immediately.
Applications and further -
information may be obtained
by writing:
Mrs. R. C. Forrest, State
Director, '
P. 0. Box 10162,







Baby Girl Ball mother
Cynthia), Rt. 2, Box 118,
Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Doris A. Stallons and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box 7A,
Kirksey, Mrs. Christy A.
Henson and Baby Boy, Gen.
'Dealt 
By Abigail Van Buren
The Other Woman
Tells Her Side
DEAR ABBY: I read the lettur from HIS WIFE who
wrote an open let.t.er to all women who were in love with a
married man. I hope you will give me equal space to re-
spond:
DEAR WIFE-: He has never told me you are a shrew,
cold, homely, too fat or too thin or that you have negliected
him sexually. Instead he speaks only in glowing terms of
you, how you stood by him in rough years, through all the
difficult times.
There is no talk of divorce. I know I will never seeihim on
Sunday i pr holidays. I don't call him at home. We ikeet at
hotels. since there are teenagers at my place. Yes, I some-
times spend more on hira,..-Jnn_Aransportation, gas for the
car, whatever. But we'do not measure our relationship in
money. Arid I insist he not buy me gifts.
I know how you feel about social status, financial security
and retirement income. I ended my loveless, unhappy mar-
riage without regard to such things. I love your husband;
and we share a need for each other. that has nothing to do
with your set of values. But because your husband is a good
man and would never hurt you, I know we will probably
never be together.
I never went after your husband; he pursued me. because
I recognized his pain and bewilderment, his triumphs and
delights, in a way you have forgotten Or belittled. He need-
ed tp be actively loved, or I would not_b_ta partol his life. .Det:•Seda11%, Miss Florehce THE OTHER WOMAN
Hedger, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
Murray, Arthur W. Kinel, 503
N. 1st., Murray, Miss Robin R.
Dick, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Karen L. Nanney, Murray
Manor Apts., F-5, Murray,
Mrs. Margaret D. Hughes,
Box 194, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Frances J. Oliver, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Marjorie Emerson, 102 S.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Edna I.
Morrison, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Bernice L. Morgan, 1511
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
E. Lampkins, Rt. 2, Box 56B,
Murray, Jacob C. Gooch, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Gladys
Brown, 405 S. 2nd., Murray,
Clifton B. Emerson, 102 S.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Gladys 0.
Hale, 1307 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Vera J. Hanes ( expired),
503 Richardson, Murray.
Rocking Chair Theatres — 753-3314
Thru Wed.
[7:20,9:05 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.
IN4C/k
411, avoa f•Amssv mc*uats (UASi
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"Swinging Senators"
(X) 18 Or Over Only
Thru Wed.
7:20,9:10 + 2:30 Sat., Sun
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DEAR ABBY: I beg to differ with-you when you state
that a girl can tell if a man is married because she never
sees him on weekends or holidays.
I went with Rob for 14 months and he was with me morn-
ing, noon and night every day of the week. And last Christ-
mas he came to my house at 9 in the evening and stayed
until 10 the next morning until after the kids had opened
their gifts. Then he left, saying he had to go to a family din-
ner. He came back again at 7 that evening and left at4l.the
next rporning.-
When my little boy had an operation, Rob stayed at the
hospital with me all day and night. Finally; on New. Year's
Eve, I learned he was married At:hen iv-P ran into some peo-
ple who knew his wife.
Se confessed it was true, and said he and his wife didn't
sleep together but she didn't belietP.in divorce. I figured if
he treated her that way. he'd eventually treat me that way,
too, so I kicked him out. Why would a woman want to hang
on to a louse like that?
STILL SINGLE AND LOOKING
DEAR STILL LOOKING: Because she probably figures
she's better off with him than without him. I think he
showed his "lousiness" more by lying to you about his
marital status than by seeking satisfaction outside
marriage to a woman -who refused to sleep with him but re-
fused to divorce him.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132•Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





Senior Citizens of the New
Concord and Hamlin Area will
meet at the home of Effie'
Edwards at one p. m.
Blood River Associational
Baptist Young Women will
have a plants and crafts fair at
Flint Baptist Church at seven
p. m.
Welcome Wagon New.
corners Club will meet at,
First Christian Church at 7:30
p.m.
HomemakeEs Clubs will
meet as follows: South
Murray with Mrs. Perry
Cavitt at one p. m.; Town and
Country with Karen Gotez at
7:30 p. m.; Progressive with
Jean Richerson, 1602
Parldane, at seven p. m.;
Dexter at community center
at 9:30a. rn..
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at six p. m. al
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Senior Citizens course in
general horticulture will open
at St. John's Episcopal Church
at 2:30 p. m. This is free to
persons t5 or older.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with lesson
on wallpaper beads at 10:30 a.
m., lunch at noon, and table
games at one p. m.
Concert of Grand Ole Opry
star Jerry Reed will be at
eight p. m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at eight p. m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
RAM and Murray Council No.
50 R&SM will meet at 7:30 p.
m. at Masonic Hall. Work will




Auction of Murray Rotary
Club will be at Murray High
School gyrrinasium with doors
to open • at six p. m. and1
auction to start at seven p. m.
Thursday, Ociober 14
Parents Night will be at
Calloway County High School
at seven p. m.
Friday, October 15
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30
p. m. Call 753-9725 for tran-
sportation.
All-American Redheads
basketball team will play a
team of former Calloway
County basketball players at
Jeffrey gymnasium at eight p.
m.
Proofs of pictures taken in
the financial project of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
shown at Holiday Inn at times




parade will start at 9:30 a. m.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the -DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Ray
Munday at 1:30 p. m.
The Rangers and
Rangerettes will have a W. 0
W. bus in the MSU
Homecoming parade. Ant
member that wishes to ride
the bus in the parade should be
at Municipal Parking Lot
before eight a.m. The bus will
leave the parking lot at eight
a.m. to get in line for the
parade.
Annual Bean Slipper for
Martin's Chapel UniZed
Methodist Church will start at
5:30 p.m. at the chur4h. Cost
will be $1.50 adults, 50 cents
children. Program by Treva•
Mathis will be at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 16
Homecoming open dance
will be at Murray Country
Club from nine p. m. to one a.
m. Tickets are $10 per couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Housden •
are chairmen.
, 4'Iriati#44''.• 411eX;7".. 11.k.Ake: , ..-...11
lin^
1 Ia.
A bicycle group has met once a week during the summer to ride bicycles for an hour. They have done most of
theirriding on the Van Cleve Road East of Murray. Pictured left to right areBetty Wicker, Wanda Suite', Gail—
Outland, Penny Kelly, Linda Chaney, Anita Chaney, Karen McCuiston, Teresa Suiter, Lone Hale, Judy Overby, Bar-
bara Barvett, And Patsy Hale. Not present for picture were Glenda Rowlett and Belinda Suiter.
Coldwater Church Women Meet
it Home Of Mrs. Thomas Smith
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Monday,
- October 4, at 7:30 pAYE--iviillt
Mrs. Thomas Smith in charge
of the program.
Miss Tammy Locke read the
scripture and Mrs. Gary
Mohler led in prayer. A duet,
• 'Saviour Like A Shepherd
Lead Us," was sung by Mrs.
Jimmy Wilson and Mrs. Gary
Mohler.
"A Patter of Thinking" was
discussed by Mrs. Cody
Adams. Mrs. Howard Kinsey
discussed "The Lord Is My
Shepherd." "He Maketh Me
To Lie Down In Green -
Pastures" was by Mrs. Gary
Haneline, Mrs. Jimmy
Wilson's discussion was on
"He Leadeth Me Beside The
Still Waters." Mrs. Blass
Wilson's topic was "He
Leadeth Me In Paths of
Righteousness For His
Sunday, October 17
Proofs of pictures taken in
the financial project of the
Murray Woman's Clutrwiil be
shown at Holiday Inn at times'
designated. •
Name's Sake."
"Yea I Walk Through The
Valley of Death" was by Mrs.
Alma Cooper. "Thou Rod and
Thy Staff They Comfort Me"
was by Mrs. Bobby
Mrs. David Lamb di
-Thou Anointest My He d
With Oil." "Surely Goodn
and Mercy Shall Follow Me
All The Days Of My Life" was
by Mrs. Robert Jones.'
Officers of another year
were elected and Mrs. Bobby
Locke led the olosimprayer.
Cokes, coffee, and ,ecan pie
were served by Mrs. Thomas
Smith to ten members and one
visitor.
The next meeting will be
held November 8 at the
Church.
•
Stretch that chicken salad
with cooked rice; use may-
onnaise for the dressing and
add a little curry powder to it.




Regular Sessions 7.30 - 10 Mon_thru Sot. ond Sunday 2 to 4.



















t. • t.t? sllit Ittxte•nstt, t
research and testing t The Sher. in
turnpariy guaKantets your
satisfaction in the UM' of this product.
vour i,urchasai ilrice will be refunded
Free decorating service.
Use Bank Americarci, Master Charge,
your Sherwin-Williams charge.
Or, our extr,nded credit terms.




The line is Prestige. The no-
'wax floor.4 Shiny! Vinyl.' Spills,
tracked-in dirt, even black heel-marks
wipe tip. Cushioned foryomfort.





Many. many fabrics, styles, colors to choose from.
Price inclUdes measuring, fabric and tailoring.
We'll arrange the installation for you, and help you
select the right hardware for your windows.
Woven Wood Shades
Bring in your window ilie,asurernents (length and
width), and we'll help you select beautiful wovt,n
window shades at 25% off.
al tur new Shop-at-Home Service
brings our Decorating Consultant to your home.
She'll bring paint samples, carpeting. walkover-
ing patterns and draperies. There's no charge, no
obligation. To make an appointment, call the
store nearest you.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1974
Look in-the section-In-which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars. .
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I
Do not wait for opportunities
to materialize "bat of the blue."
Seek them out yourself. A
period for exercising your lively
imagination and your good
judgment.
•r4vgu
Apr. 21 to May 211 6467
You may feel the weight of
pressure in certain job issues.
Don't try to force your own
views. Listen — and learn.
Superiors will be impressed.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21 nor"
A minor flirtation could be a •
pleasant diversion, but don't let
it take your mind off your work.
There's much to be ac-
.complished — profitably.
—CANCER
(fune••22 to July 23)
Fine lunar -influences. You
can take to the high road en-
thusiastically; pursue worth-
while objectives with a good
measure_ of attainment.
LEO -
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
Aspects are generous, but you
will accomplish Much -more
through teamwork than by
going it Alone. This. is often
difficult for the Leoite but at
times, It hasits maila
-
II VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Good judgment needed now.
Where a project is pending,- try
to force the pace if it will
prevent loss of time or assets.
Otherwise, you can "play it by
ear." ,
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23j An
Don3 eonsider first thoughts
only, nor first impressions. You
could 'be mistaken about
motivations, indications,
meanings. Give all the benefit
of the doubt.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me*
You may run into snags or
. obstacles — but you can handle
them well. Pep up an old idea,
keep your vision .broad. Think
over past experiences — and
- 'profit by them. —
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AO
Jupiter influences extremely
generous. A day in which to
exercise your keen faculties and




(Dec. 22. to Jan. 20)
Be careful not to mix friends
Retarded Citizens
To Meet On 31ondal
The Calloway County
Assodation for Retarded
Citizens will meet, Monday,
October 18, at 7:30 p. m. in the
'Robertson School gym.
Mrs. Susan Hargrove's
class will present a special
program of fall music. All
members, parents, and
friends are welcomed, a
spokesman said.
Homecoming Dance
A highlight of the Murray
Slate University Homecoming
Weekend-is the Homecoming
Dance held each year at the
Murray Country Club.
This year's dance will be
held Saturday night, Oct: 16,
with the Commonwealth
Band, , featuring Bryan
Gallimore, furnishing the
music. The hours are frork9p.
m. until 1 a. M. and the dance
is open. Tickets are $10 per
couple.
Hosts and hostesses for the
dance are Mr7r.nd Mrs 'Sam
Housden, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Billington, Dr. and Mrs. Gary
Marquardt, Mr: and Mrs.
Tommy -Alexander and Dr.






A Special bingo night for the
senior citizens will be held at,
the Ellis Community Center
on Monday, October 18, from
6:30 to 9:00 p. m., Sponsored
by the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity of Murray State
-_, University.
Featured ' will _ be
entertainment, prizes, and
• refreshments, according to a
-fraternity spokesman.
\' •
1:hose early Greeks believed
cheese to have a divine origin.
It was their custdrn t9 offer the
, best cheeses to their Gods on
'Olympus.
-
and finances now. Arguments,
mistrust on -Other side Would be
a distinct possibility. In other
respects, day should go well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may face some in-
conveniences but the result will
.justify them and will com-
pensate if you handle situations
maturely. Broaden your mental'
horizons, perk up enthusiasm.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar, Si
Stellar influences suggest
that you expand — Within
reason. Tread cautiously in new
areas but go forward con-
fidently on familiar paths.
Progressive ideas stimulated.:
'
YOU BORN TODAY are.e,'
endowed with lofty ambitions,
unusual practicality and ' ef-
ficiency and a fine gift of logic.
You are devoted to home and
family, but are not always
denfolistrativenli— your ar••
fections. sometimes'hurts,/is
so trY let loved ones know
that ou care. Your versatility
is outstanding and the fields
from which you could choose a
successful career are almost •
limitless ." In the art world, you
could shine as ' writer, poet,
playwright, designer or
musician; in the professions,
choose law, diplomacy,
statesmanship or medicine. If
_boAeAs appcds...banio_g 0.44._
real estate are your best bets.
Birthdate of: Paid 'Reynaud,
Fr. statesman; Virgil, Roman
poet; Oscar • Wilde, poet,
dramatist, novelist; :John L.
Sullivan, pugilist. " " •
The Murras
Ledger Iv Time.
Winning first places in the iris and needlework contests at the meeting October 9 of
the First District of the Kentucky federation of Women's Clubs at Paducah were three
persons from the Murray Woman's Club. Donna Story, left, holds her afghan winning
first place in advanced crochet and her bell pull winning second place in crewel em-
broidery. Edith Garrison, right, holds her wall hanging winning tirst place in macrame,
and in front is her needlepoint top winning second in embroidery. The oak table was'
made by her son, David Garrison. In the center is the white (rib cover winning first
, place Ws beginneverochettryr-Toni-Hopson who  was- ahcen1  liar the pirlizre Cecelia 
Brock, second vice-president of-the Murray Club, displayed a total of thirty-four ar-
ticles at the district meeting presided over by the district governor, _Irma Lafollette of
Murray. Peggy Billington, Murray president, also attended the meeting,







(mother Sherran), Rt. 9.
Benton. - ' 4
DISMISSALS
Larry D.' Nintmo, Rt. 8-Box
8, Murray, Miss Mary F.
Vaughan, 5708 Ilan Hall, _.
Murray, Mrs. fienola A. Harp,
Rt. 3-Box 155, Murray , Mrs.
Rosemary Todd, .Rt. 1.
Kirksey, Mrs. Ma •Iene Jr
Lewis, Gen. Del., Hardin,
Mrs. Ruby I. Lyons, Ri.4-Box •
168, Paris, Miss Cindy M.
Greer, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Mary R. Canter, Rt. 6.
Mayfield, Miss . Barbera E.
'Nicker, 500 Olive, Murray,
Allie T. Harr, Fcr.,i 1-Box 67,
Murray, Mrs. Vlasta M.
Kubin; Rt. 5 Fairview At•res
Box 2385, Murray. NfrS. Nola
_Chrisman. 840 Rii-rt
Murray.
Carol Boaz, left, won second place for her afghan in
advanced crochet in the contest at the first District
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
held 'at First Christian Church, Paducah, with the Lone
Oak Woman's Club as hostess. Ginny Crihfield, right,
holds her pillow winning third place in embroidery, and
Agnes Fair, center, holds her white ceiling to floor pot
hanger which won third place in macrame. Lottie Key,
not pictured, won honorable mention in the advanced
crochet dass. They are all members of the Murray
____Woman's_Club-A4aoy 4tems-entered the contest-were-
not judged, only displayed, as each category was
required to have at least six entries, according to
Cecelia Brock, second vice-president of the Murray
club.
Staff Photo by David Hill
MISS YOUR PAPERI
Solostribors lotto hays sot
rociiirod Asir house dehr *roil
tapy of Th• Mousy loitie.r
Times by 530 p. Monday
Friday or by 3.30 p. or
Saturdays or. torq•.1 to col
753-1915 between 9:30 p. m
and Op. rn. Moriday.friday.
sr 3:30 p tit and _d
Saturdays, to misses .dalioery
of nowspapor: Calls oast
I. plocod by 6 p. rn.
stisokdays Sr 4 p. us. Satyr.










Save on all fall shoes and boots during the sale ' Buy
today and save! Use our lay-away plan!
Misty Harbor
Raincoats
REG. 55.00 TO 90.00
1 200OFF
Save 12.00 on any Misty Harbor raincoat in our stock!
Handbags
REG. 11.00 TO 36.00
799To 2899
Save on a large stock of fall handbags in wanted colors
and styles. Really save today at Bright's!
Sleepwear
REG. 11.00 to 14.00
7 9 9 TO 8 9 9
Buy and save on pajamas and long and short gowns in
wanted fall colors. Assorted sizes. Save!
Gold and silotr styttis!
JEWELRY 1 2 OFF




. Take your choice! Super values on our
fur-trimmed and untrimmed pant coats''
Plush rabbit fur trimmings o4 wool pant
- eoats Oro imtrimmed styte. Bothnrre
-available in wanted colors and sizes. -
Better hurry. ..they won't last long!
A 33.00 valu, -:n Fances Dertney
Thp HOPE Chest
- 6 exciting item- n the Hope collection with $5 purchase!
750
Maidenform and Vanity Fair Sty
Famous-Name
Foundations
OUR REG. 6.00 TO 7.00
2" TO 579
'Buy today and save on famous-name styles duzirliz
anniversary sale! Select your favo'fite style in a rh
color range. Hurry in today and really save at. I', r11.17.
- -00 the Cele Square!
-t







The newest Ir.. :,7; Mint
off our rcg pf
441 '14545 F.44 if+ a -:,,art404,
group of fall swc4icz
ss ant'. d color,
Oblongs and solzd.s '
SCARVES 199
Our regular 4.00 value
4
The Murray Ledger Sc
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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ois and opinionated arto Ws on this page are presented for
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Letter To The Editor
s
The tkrrhy
Corps Of En Ver5
_
A  Visible Comment-
Dear Editor:
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. Well here are my thousand
words in one picture ( cartoon) of what the Army's Corps of Engineers are
doing to our wetlands in Western Kentucky. I sincerely hope that such pqblic
minded organizations as Ducks Unlimited and the Kentucky Wetlands
Preservation Committee can stop this senseless destruction before it is too






Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
- • -
"Poison And Your Pet"
Several reports of poisoning of
animals In the Lynn Grove area have
reached us this past week — family pets
poisoned by some individual on their
owners' property — and justify still
another column on the subject.
Probably appeals to humanity and
fair play and the offering of a $500
reward for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of poisoners will
not discourage these heartless killers.
But pet owners can learn to recognize
early symptoms of poisoning and
become familiar with first aid
procedures. Early treatment of/af-
fected animals, preferably by a
veterinarian, can mean life instead of
death.
What are the symptoms of poisoning?
The symptoms may vary with-Me type
of poison and may be the same as those
for diseases. But you May suspect that
your pet has been poisoned if it vomits,
has shallow breathing, . convulsive
twitching or trembling, obvious ab-
donlirial pain, drooling, weakness, and
involuntary crying. Eventually, the
animal may lapse into a coma.
What first aid may be given? It is
important to act quickly. Keep your pet
quiet and wrap him in a blanket to keep
him warm. If you know what kind of
poison he has ingested ( which is
unlikely, follow the antidote in-
structions on the label of the poison
container. (Note: If your pet has
swallowed a poison containing an acid,
alkali, or petroleum product, or if the
animal, has begun to convulse or lose
consciousness. he should not be made to
vomit since the liquid will so into his
lungs and cause pneumonia).
Next, call or take the animal to your
vet, giving him the animal's symptons
so that he can prescribe further
treatment. • If you do not know what
poison has been ingested and cannot
reach a vet, make the animal vomit.
Hydrogen peroxide, soap, mustard
powder, or salt mixed in warm water
can be given to the animal to induce
vomiting. A mixture of rgw egg and
milk given after vomiting will help coat
the stomach and int esfirriiS and prevent
further, .absorption of the poison. As
soon as possible, get your pet to a vet,
and take a sample of the poison ( or
vomit ) along if you can.
Please clip this column and keep it
handy so that you can refer to it in an
emergency. You may save your pet's
life and reduce his suffering. And
remember, if you know of someone who
poisons animals, please report it to the
sheriff or police deplitment. There is a
reward for ,the apprehension and
conviction of such people, and you will
be doing the animals — and children —
• a big favor. Of course, some animals
OTHER PAPERS SAY
A little on the nippy side, from all
reports, but otherwise Mars looks like
an OK place — you can see the sky,
which puts it a notch above L. A., say,
and it seems to be unencumbered by
people, which immediately gives it an
edge over New York. — Alan Abelson in
Barron's.
are poisoned accidentally by sub-
stances found around the house. This
will be the subject of a future column.
If you would like information
about the Humane Society or assist it in
its work of relieving suffering among
animals in Murray and Calloway
County, please write PO Box 2934,
University Station, Murray, or call 753-
3994 or 753-3535.
Garrott's Galley ],
Corncobs and Curled Dock
Challenged by Porti Potti
By M. C. Garrott
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), one of the, 238
federal departments, agencies and
bureaus created by Congress in the past
15 years while disbanding only 21, is
believed ready to propose rigid field
sanitation standards for farmers".
Among these is a directive requiring
farmers to provide field' hands private
toilets, all within a five-minute walk of
their work site. If enforced, it could
force comcobs, curled dock and
Jotinson—grass-into the- endangered 
speciescolumn — not to mention what
it-would do to the price of tomatoes.
OSHA officials are telling enraged
farmers and ranchers that they can buy
toilets for $300 to $400 apiece or rent
them for $30 a month. A Louisville
distributor has one, Port-O-Let, which
he rents for $45 a month, plus mileage
for delivery, pickup and service. It
must be serviced once a week. He has
another, Porti-Potti, which he sells for
$100, but the farmer would have to build
something around it to meet the
privacy requirement.
OSHA estimates the cost of the
proposal to be between $8 million and
$16 million for the first year and lower
amounts thereafter. The Council on
Wage and Price Stability, however,
calls the whole deal inflationary, and
contends the estimates are on the low
side "since they neglect certain costs,
such as the cost of transporting field
sanitation facilities back and forth to
follow the agricultural operation."
The toilet .manufacturers see in the
directive "a real boom," while the hair
on the backs of the necks of ranchers
and farmers is beginning to bristle.
++++++
I had no more than finished reading





NEW YORK ( AP) — The housing
market is lacking in vigor, we are told.
New housing starts for the entitle year
will come to only 1.5 million; prices are
too high for many families; lenders are
restrictive.
Turn now to the existing housing
market and the story is entirely
different. Sales are booming; prices
are holding fairly steady; Mortgage
money appears to be plentiful.
The existing housing market is not
thought of as one of those economically
significant or glamorous areas that the
government statisticians report on
regularly. It gets relatively little
official attention.
Still, the amazing vitality of this
market through the entire year, and
even through much of the recession that
preceded the recovery, indicates that
Americans are involved in some very
constructive activities — that there is
more vitality and spirit than might be
depicted by traditional indicators.
The National Association of Realtors
reports that "For the first time, sales of
existing single-family homes pushed
through the three million-level" during
August.
"The seasonally adjusted annual rate
of 3,070,000 sales in August was 5.9 per
cent higher than the previous month,
and a full 23.3 per cent above the level
of a year ago."
Reports such as this are rare, even in
fairly good economic times. But the
strength of the existing home market
isn't freakish or restricted to one area
or one type of single-family dwelling. It
is pervasive.
"Records were either equaled or
broken in each of the four regions," the
latest' report continues. The Northeast
reported a- 14 per cent gain over the
July level. Sales in the North Central
region rose by 7.5 per cent, In the West
by 3.5 per cent, in the South by 2.7 per
cent.
"At its current pace, the resale
market is zipping along at an annual
rate of $133 billion, well above the $101
billion rate for the same month a year
ago," the realtors report.
Explaining the activity, they observe
that thrift institutions — the savings
and loan institutions that provide
The Murray-frdger & Times
The Mui:r4 Ledger i5 times is
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days July 4 Christmas Day New Year s
pay and Thanksgiving- by Murray
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"Ky 42071
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Ky 4 207
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mortgage money — have received r,
strong volume of new deposits. At the
same time, the slowdown in the rate of
economic growth has "muted the
demand for funds by the business
sector.", - v
There is more to the story than that.
There is the ability of homebuyers to
recognize bargains. There is their
recognition of the quality, the
workmanship of existing homes. There
is a willingness of buyers to develop
properties, to paint up and fix up.
Since much of the buying is in older,
established neighborhoods, there is a
recognition also that what is old isn't
necessarily bad, and that it might
_ provide facilities _ that newer
neighborhoods won't acquire for years.
Despite the strong demand, the realtors
report that 1976 "may mark the. first
time in three years that gains in family
income will keep pace with the advance
of existing home prices."
Bible Thought
Then Philip opined his
mouth, and began at the same
Scripture, and preached unto
him Jesus. Acts 8:35.
If we love the Lord, we are
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farm - and wondering just how stupid
can we get when I received a letter
fioin a fiesty little aunt of mine up at
Bowling Green . who seldom misses
anything going on.
Enclosed was a clipping from the
Abilene (Tex.) Reporter-News which
pinpoints, some of the ridiculous
possibilities of this latest OSHA
brainstorm. It wai.the copy of a letter
.sent to the editor by a rancher, John A.
matthews, who lives in Albany, Tex. It
read:
-Dear Ed:
"The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, under the United
States Department of Labor, is in the
process of writing regulations whereby
people working on farms and ranches
must have toilet facilities within a five-
minute walk of where they are working.
-I feel an average sized person can
walk about one-third of a mile in five
minutes. He might do better if he was in
a hurry. This means that on a 30-section
ranch, you would have to build 12011ush
toilets- complete with septic tank and
water storage. They will also require
proper toilet paper holders and locks on
the doors to assure privacy.
-Also, I think it would be necessary,
on the ranches covered with brush, to
erect a tall flag pole at the toilet site so
the worker could zero in on his ob-
jective. Otherwise, he might get lost
and you could be fined for non-
compliance.
"Beyond the fact that all of this will
cost one , big pot of money — no pun
. intended — I am worried about some
other aspects. It seems to me that this
is going to discriminate against short-
legged people who can't walk a third of
a mile in five minutes. Will the foreman
have to work the short-legged man one
minute closer to the toilet, or will it be
necessary to have a walking__
demonstration before you hire a new
worker so you can gauge just how far
from the toilet he can work?
"I can see further complications in
that sometime some of the crew may
drink some gyp water and come up with
a case of the 'Green Apple Two-Step.'
Then you would have to work them only
a one or two Minute walk from the toilet
or be in danger of non-compliance if you
had them three minutes away and they
didn t make it.
"This is going to take some careful
planning before you start a crew to
work every morning. You will have to
ask tech' one just Mild shape his
innards are in before assigning jobs for
the day, and you' may never have a day
when they will all be five-minute men
and can work itia group.
"I thought at first that a person might
get around the whole idea by designing
a 'Handy Dandy Quick Relief Portable
Toilet' that each man could carry, but
that wouldn't work since OSHA's whole
— no pun intended — idea is to have the
men use flush toilets — even the ones
that dore.t know now to use them.
'"OSHA stands for safety and health: I
am unable to see Where making it
manfiatorY to have millions of toilets
scattered over the range is going to
increase safety, so they must be aiming
at the health aspect. When they get all
these cowboys and farmhands 'potty-
trained,' which will be no small
undertaking, I guess they will start next
on my cows. Did you ever try to train a
cow to walk anywhere- to go to the
bathroom?
"Any help you can give us on the
above will be appreciated. If we don't
get this stopped, I suggest going to the
nearest stockbroker and buying a large
chunk of toilet stock."
ility Insurance
s Manufacturers
"We are one of the small manufac-
turing companies that will be literally
put out of business if some relief is not
found for the Product Liability
Insurance fiasco," says a member of
the National Federation of Independent
Business (NFIB) from Seattle,
Washington.
The small off-road logging vehicle
manufacturer told NFIB that from 1947
to 1974-4Paid his insurance company
--an annual premium of $1,150 to protect
against lawsuits filed by persons
claiming to have been injured by his
products. No lawsuit ever has been filed
against him, until last year, which was
dismissed in a jury trial, yet his in-
surance premium has shot up an in-
credible 3400 per cent in the past two
years.
"In 1947 they charged tis $1,150 for
product liability," the manufacturer
said of his insurance company. "In 1975
they charged us $7,432, and in 1976 they
threw us -to the wolves and -our in-
surance rate cost to the new carrier is
$40,500.
"We cannot and will not go on like
this. We intend to do something before
the end of this year regarding closing
our business."
Says NFIB President Wilson S.
Johnson: "Members are begging to be
heard becauase their product liability
premiums are spiraling at rates from
500 per cent to more than 2000 per cent.
And this problem for manufacturers
affects all wholesalers, all retailer z and
universally consumers."
In the state of Kentucky alone, NFIB
has 211 manufacturing members,
who employ 4,450 persons. In 1975-
1976 fiscal year, total' gross sales of
these members equaled $58,292,500.
These facts represent people, not
statistics. They are loving-and-feeling
individuals who hold good solid jobs and
make hard-earned dollars. Not only do
these people make up an important part
of the state's economy, but without
these businesses, Kentucky would
stiffers great loss.
Johnson noted that "the problem is a
growing monster and the facts and
figures on how and why the problem
arose are not complete. But we can be
sure that one of the most obvious
culprits are lawyers who demand
outrageisnis fees to try product liability.
cases."
Johnson quoted recent NFIB
testimony before the Senate Select
Committee on Small Business: "The
entire contingency fee system is
structured to make an attorney wealthy
at the expense of his client and the
defendant. Where is the attorney's
incentive pi such a system? The in-
centive is simply to obtain as many
"winnable' cases as possible; the more
likely (he judgment in plaintiff's favor,
the more likely an attorney; will take the
case on a contingency fee basis. -And
then, when the judgment is received,
the attorney receives an exorbitant
fee."
The full implications of product
liability will best be realized by. the
consumer. When Americans go out to
stop for common, everyday products,
they will run into unanticipated hassles.
Drastic changes will result at the
neighborhood shopping center or local
grocery store. People will pay top
dollar for available products as
manufacturers pass on their costs to
, the eensumer. Some products will
disappear from the market shelf or
clothes rack — merely because
manufacturers will be unable to absorb
increased cost of producing a product
or they will be forced out of business
entirley. Certain new products will
never be created.
. Says Johnson: "Consumers- will be
denied certain new products because
the liability risks will just be too great."
Representing some 31,000
  manufacturers. NFIB . has a mem-
bership comprised of more than 465,000
small, independent business firms - the
William M. Hutson, age 16, son of Mr. largest membership business
and Mrs. Edward Smith, was killed last organizaiton in the nation.,
night in an automobile accident east Johnson concludes: "I would hope
Hazel. He was a sophomore at Hazel remedial action could be taken which
High School. would curb the growing abuse of at-





allWay limitations on the time during which a - -
County" at the Calloway County Day 
festivities held in Murray yesterday.
Ray Henderson, Jr., gunner's mate
third class, USN, is serving aboard the
destroyer USS Rowan operating with
the Seventh Fleet in the Far East.
Miss Margaret Ruth Atkins, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Atkins, was
married to Charles Thomas Elder, son
of Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Elder of Prin-
ceton on October 6.
Rev. Howard Nichols, minister of the
First Christian Church, spoke on the
"Christian Home" at the meeting of the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
10 Years Ago
The Murray City Council last night
accepted the low bid on the construction
of a new fire sub-station on South 16th
Street, and approved procedure for the
annexation of a large area to the city of
Murray. _
Debbie Dibble and Susie Steele of
Murray have been named for the
Murray State University freshman
cheerleading squad.
The Murray Kiwanis Club observed
National Newspaper Week at the
regular meeting with James C.
Williams, publisher of the Ledger &
Times, as guest speaker.
Music students from University 'High
School, Leonard Wlsitmer, teacher,
Murray High School, Mrs. Joan
Bowker, teacher, and Calloway High
School, Mrs. Josiah Darnall, teacher,
presented a special program at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. .
"The Singing Nun" starring Debbie
Reynolds is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.
20 Years
suit can be initiated against a product
and still provide a measure of full
protection- for both manufacturer and
the consumer. But, this must be. done
without delay, because, by comparison,
the soaring product liability insurance
premiums will make malpractice in-
surance premiums look like small
change."
OTHER PAPERS SAY
Getting comfortable in your favorite
easy chair is the easiest way to find out




common, but are not regarded
as serious to general health.
Such parasitic infestations are
considered to be more frecsient
in ritral areas. and many cases
go undiagnosed and untreated.
They occur More often among
children than among adults.
The parasite. a nematode, is a
small (about one inch long) white
pinworm. also called. a seat-
...--,worm or threadworm. It infests
the upper part of the large in-
,,,testine, and occasionally the
female genitalia and bladder.
Itching aroind the anal orifice
is the most characteristic
symptoi . occurring particularly
at night. At that time, the female
worm crawls out of the anal
orifice and lays her eggs on the
adjacent skin. causing irritation
that brings on itching and
scratching.
- The hands 'become contami-
nated with the eggs, and they
are reintroduced through the
mouth to renew the infestation.
The eggs spread readily among
• By F.J.L Blasingarne, MD
family members, perhaps drying
out on the bedclothes and
elsewhere and floating about in
the air, contaminating. many of
the things in the household. In
this manner, the infestation
spreads to some or all members
of the family if early treatment is
not carried out.
If the disease is allowed to per- -
sot over a long period, the
worms may cause mild to
moderate secondary anemia or
thinne4,o( the blood, leading to
fatigue
While the mother worm occa-
sionally may be. seen it itudit on.
the, skin outside the and, the -
eggs can more often be picked
up by wrapping a piece of
Scotch tape (sticky_ side outt
around the finger and blotting
several areas of skin. The eggs
will stick to the tape.
It can be stuck tO a glass slide
for microscopic examination in a
laboratory fii-lidentification of--
the eggs, w • to an experi-
enced observ . have a charac-
teristic appearance. Also. the
ego may be Mind by examining
a stool specimen. r perhaps a bit
more readily in a sat one after a
laxative.
Signs and symptorns of pin-
worms should be brought to the
attention of your physician so
that he can advise you about
bringing in specimens for
laboratory examination and so
that he can outline, in positive
cases, the appropritte treat-
most.
Several effective medicines
exist. They bring prompt relief
and can be repeated safely if
necessary Your physician may
suggtst ,that all Members of the
family take the medicine
simultaneously..
Q: Mr..J.R. asks whether. it is
accurate that deaths from heart
disease have declined signifi-
cantly.
A While heart disease con-
tinues to be by far the most com-
mon cause of death inthe United
States. its death toll has dropped
below a million per year for the
first time in almcst a decade
According to Robert Levy,
MD._ director of the National
Heart, Lung and Blood institute.
the mortality rate for heart and
related disease declined more
than 30 per cent since 1950
Effective medicines for high
blood pressure and intensive
care units in many hcepitals
have been helpful, as have other
improvements in ambulance
and emergency care. More
public education can further
benefit the control of diet. exer-
cise, obseity and smoking.
Q Ms. I.A. asks whether physi-
cians will be allowed to charge
for swine- flu vaccine when it is
being supplied by federal, tax
funds.
A. The vaccine will be dis-
tributed free to all health depart-
ments and physicians Health
departments, through their
clinics, will administer the shots
free of charge. While a charge
will not be made for-the vaccines
themselves, private physicians
may ...charge for administering
the vaccine in their offices.








HEAT PUMP BUYING TIPS
CITED IN TVA PUBLIcATION
The electric heat pump is
the most efficient heating
system on the .market
today. It can heat a home
for about 50 percent less
energy than central
resistance heating. And in
hot weather, it cools a
home just like central air
conditioning.
The Tennessee Valley
Authority t TVA) recently
published a folder, Guider
for Buyigg .an Electric Heat
Pump, that contains all the
pertinent information a con-
sumer should know before
shopping for a heat pump.
According to the folder,
there are five preliminary
questions__ . a consumer
should ask himself: (11
What size heat pump do I
need? 12) Is my existing
duct . system properly
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Is my home fully insulated?
14) Do I need a package or
split system? 151 Will addi-
tional electrical wiring be
required?
Besides helping you
answer these questions, the
publication explains how to
calculate any heat pump's
energy efficiency ratio
tEER). which indicates the
unit's cooling efficiency.
The coefficient of per-
formance (COP), which
denotes a heat pump's






about this unique energy-
saving unit, stop by your
power distributor's office.
It could help you make a






Top Members In 4-H
Ten Kentucky 4-H members
will share $1,800 in U. S.
Savings Bonds in the 1976 4-H
Awards of Excellence
program sponsored by The
Courier-Journal and . The
Louisville Times.
The annual public service
program of the Louisville
daily newspapers is carried
Out with the Cooperation of the
University Of Kentucky
Agricultural Exterls.ion
Service which awl:tied m Us
development and whose
extension agents coordinate it.
The participants who are
selected the top 4-H boy and
girl in the state will each
receive a $500 Savings Bond.
Eight runners-up — four boys
and four girls — will each
receive a $100 Savings Bond.
All 10 winners, their parents
and county 4-H agents will
receive all-expense-paid trips
to Louisville to be guests of
honor at the annual Farm
Awards Luncheon in March
1977.
In addition to the 10 top
awards, plaques will be
awarded to the boy and girl
selected as the most
outstanding 4-frers in each
extension area in Kentucky.
Plaques will also be awarded
to the top boy and girl in each
county. Certificates of merit
will be awarded to the top boy
and girl in each of the three
competition age groups in
each county. The age groups
are 9-12, 13-15, and 16-19 ler
both boys and girls.
Participants in the program





physical development, and 4-
H activities. Judging will take
place on three levels: County,
extension area, and state.
Participants are judged only
within their own age group.
Selection of the outstanding
9-H girl and boy in each county







+Console Stereo w/AM-FM RadiO & Tape Player
+Country Ham
+Two Deluxe Bar Stools ( Value ROO
+Elettrophonic Tape Deck, AM-FM Radio & 4 Ceiling Speakers
+Digital Radio ( AM-FM Radio)
+3 Days, 2 Nights at Ken-Bar Inn Gilbertsville, Ky. for 2
+Burglar Alarm (Radio Shack in Benton, Ky. ) for Car, Boat, Mobile Home
Lot Open from 8:00 to 6:00 That Day
Lire Country-Western Band from 1:00-3:00
FREE PEPSI & 7 UP
"0" Radio Station in Paducah
Will Be On Spot Remote from 2:00-4:00
Certain Homes Reduced Hourly!!
Factory Sales Representatives
Will Be Here 2
Saturday Oct. 16th
Drawings from 1:00 to 4:00
You Must Be 18 or Older to Register





We Service What We Sell








, NEED CHANGE? Mrs. Cathy Mattis, Canterbury
woul0 have trouble using this piece of money in a ven-
ding machine, Made of solid brass it is a sample of old
money uS-ecrby the flanssa tribe in northern Nigeria.
Valued at $10, it is one of more than 480 gifts from
Rotary clubs all over the world which will be sold-at
auction tonight at- the MnrraA Rotary Club's first In-
ternational Bazaar, to be held in the Murray High School
gymnasium. It was sent to the local club for-the auction
by the Rotary club in Lagos, Nigeria. Proceeds from the
auction will go toward helping the local Rotarians finan-
ce their community service projects. .•
Estates,
George Washington Promotion
Is Granted By U.S. Congress
WASHINGTON t AP) —
President Ford has signed into
law a bill which purports to
promote George. Washington
to the same level as Gen. John
Pershing.
Ford, without ceremony or
comment, Wednesday signed
the bill giving Washington the
rank of "General of the
Armies of the United States,"
a rank which only Pershing
has been given heretofore.
The ' promotion TOT
Washington, who died 177
years ago, is retroactive to
July 4.
There was bickering, in the
House two months ago when
the legislation came up.
The bill's chief sponsor,
Rep. Mario Biaggi, D-N.Y.,
said that Washington's rank
had only been lieutenant
general. "Today, scores of
military men outrank George
Washington, a fact of history
which at long last must be
corrected," Biaggi said.
The rank has been accorded
-by Congress once before, to
Pershing after World War I.
Eight others have been given
the rank of General of the
Army.
Rep. Lucien Nedzi, D-Mich.,
ridiculed the idea. -It's like
having the Pope offer to make




Gov. Julian Carroll is
scheduled as the featured
speaker Oct. 15 at the annual










Saturday, October 16, 7p. m.











Student $450 General Public $6.00























TRIP FOR TWO TO
LAS VEGAS
YOU WIN ALL THIS:
* 4 DAYS & 3 NIGHTS /V A
FABULOUS HOTEL
* ROUND TRIPAIR FARE„
*,DEI.UXE ROOM
• ONE DINNER SHOVv













BLAZERS kf,,j 22 99
PANTS fe, q 17 99
VEST Reg 12 99
SKIRT Reg 16 99
• b..,r • • b. •
•CENTRAI. SO-IOPPNG CENTER MIIRRA
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Two Days of Fraternal Independent and General Activities October 15, 16
The students, faculty and statf extend a cordial welcome
to alumni, former students and friends of the University
and invite them to participate in as many of these exciting
special activities as possible!
SPECIAL GUEST artist Mr. Rich Mat-
teson (sponsored by the Peoples Bank) -
is a nationally known performer on the
valve trombone, bass trumpet,
euphonium, tuba, and piano.-He has ap-
peared with such jazz greats as Louis Ar-
mstrong:the Dukes of Dixieland, Clark
Terry, and the foe Morello Quintet. He
also serves on the faculty of the music •
department of North Texak State
University.
ONE. .-1,13F THE THRILLS OF • a Murray State
-Homecoming fur aturranf and former Ntudcita is the
opportunity to see old friends.
MOVIES FROM THE SEVENTIES will be the-theme
of this year's Homecoming Parade, scheduled to
'start at 9:30 a. m. on Saturday.
ORGANIZATION











Alpha Sigma Alpha Sat., II-1
p.m.
Alpha Tar hnega Fn.. 6 p.m.
Alumni As. alation






























Dance -7"-- Civic &la Paducili
Alumni Golf Tour. Murray ffuntry Club
465 entry fee)
Alumni Tennis




Reunion CAnner !ICU Student Cntr
)94 per person t
Alumni .
Smorgasbord MSU Student Cntr.
_114 per person*.
HOMECOMING QUEEN CANDIDATES — One of these five campus lovelies gathered -
around the blue-and-gold . papier-mache Racer punter will be crowned as the 1976
Homecoming Queen at Murray State University during pregame cere_monie5,at 1:30 p. m.
on Homecoming Day Saturday, Oct 16. Chosen from a field of 32 candiifates, the finalists
are (from let* Cale Broach, Murras sraiar; Anne-Brumm, Lansing, junior; Krista Ken-
nedy, -Murray junior; Betty Fox, Louisville freshman; and Toni Sparks Greenyille junior.
dametime for the Ohio Valley Conference football clash between Marray State and Mid-
- - Terutie‘See-State-tinivOsity in Roy St evodr I 51'<adkni I is: o. m.
Photo by Barry Johnson)
General Events
FRIDAY -
.10:00 a.m. Alumni Golf Tournament, Murray Country
Clob, . , .
- 10:00 a.m. Alumni Tennis - Tournament, MSU Tennis
Courts .
5:30 p. m. MSU Bind and Chord Group Reunion diviner,.
MSU Student Center
SATURDAY 6
11:00 a.m. Alumni Smorgasbord, MSU Student Center
7:00 p. m. Concert featuring Geotge Benson, Exposition
Center
10:00 p.m. Homecoming Dance, MSUltudent Center
For Reservations for the Alumni Band Choral Group Reunion Dinner (Friday night)
and the Alumni Smorgasbord (Saturday) please phone 762-3737.
Fraternal And Independent Activities
ORGANIZATION TIME



















Sat .7 sei I n.
Breakfast
" PLACE
Sat , after "Coffee Home Ec. Dept.
parade Break" 2nd floor NAST
Sat.. 8-12 Open House Applied Science
noon Bldg.






































Pi Kappa Alpha DIg.





memory of the late Price Doyle are
scheduled at 5:30 p. m. during the MSU
Band and Choral Group reunion dinner
at MSU Student Center.
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL Eastern Tennessee
will provide the opposition for the Racers in the big,
colorful football game at Stewart Stadium Saturday
Afternoon.
The Hanna.Barbera Characters (sponsored by the
Peoples Bank) will participate in the festivities ,
,during Saturday's Parade.
ORGANIZATION TIME





Sat.. 9 p. m.









Student Gov't ,,Sat .7p.m
Tau Kappa
The Most Exciting Weekend of The Year Al Murray State!
Thisiad sponsored and paid for by
West Kentucky Rural Electric Co-Operative, Corp.
 ‘1111111M11•1111MF 
•
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A CENTURY
OF CHAMPIONS
A Great Sports Book
Can Be Yours for
Only 7 Cents a Year
A CENTURY OF
CHAMPIONS
Its 100 years of great athletes, great
teams and great sports events and the
cost of this handsome and exciting vol
acne is a mete SL95._
.-firs-niust,madmg tor ai sports fans
This handsome, large soft-cover vol
ume beautifully illustrated with
-hundreds of photos, iscluding a 16
page color section. recounts the grea-
test athletes, the greatest teams and
the greatest woos events of the past
100 years. It focuses on the sports
greats of today as well as yesteryear
iti.,exciting chapter of A CENTURY
OF CRABIPIONS was written by a
specialist. a member of The Associated
Press Sports Staff...n.010 has spent
many years coyermg his sport, The book
Focuses on 13 of AmericiitaviS
pastimes -fitbalL basebAltliaske 7-7
hockey. boxing, tennis god. the Olym
pies, horse racing harness man auto
racing soccer and yachting It you re a
fan of or a participant in any one of
these sports. youil want to own a copy
of A CENTURY OF CHAMPIONS, the
sports book of the year It s yours for
only 56 95 by lust filling out and
mailing the enclosed coupon
I A CENTURY OF CHAMPIONS I
I Murray,Ky.Ledger& Times
I Box 413. Teaneck. N J
I 07666
Enclosed is $ 
; Please send me
I. copies of A CENTURY OF






Please make"ek or money order
payable te'The Associated 1"tess •
-
1
Information is the weapon you need .to save
money. It can "arm" you with the facts you need to
make the right decisions in. the marketplace. And
information is a helpful tool when problems arise.
The following books, published within the last
year or so, probably are available in your local li-
brary or bookstore. They are worthwhile reading to
help you' get the most for your money. While you
may not agree with everything the books say, they
do offer some useful tips, interesting information and
means _complete, but it is a representative sample or
the many books written for consumers. •
• Better Times: The- Indt- sumer information, consum-
speasahle Guide to Living er redress and- pcpblents
with Hard Times by J. C. faced by special groups such
Saures and others; published as the elderlyy finally the fu-
by Doubleday. Gives tips on ture of consumer protection
food, clothing, energy, credit, is predicted.
health, work and a variety
of consumer topics. Available
in paperback. Arthur E. Rowse: Consumer
A Consumer's Arsenal by News Inc. Covers a wide
John Dorfman; published by range of consumer topics.
Praeger. a' manual for con-. Available in paperback.
.stritterA, -ff-VtrfrecTagnMEIF-15T-""'
How to Cope, With theflee addresses for states and t
high Cost of Living by 'Sid-counties; also tells the con- ney Margolis -and Conradsumer 
hiiallabT
iv to handle, corn-
Bmwn: Meredith Corp. Aplaints. Ave papete' 7'how to?' book dealing withback
Consumer Compliant"—
Pubta• Policy Alternatives.
edifed by Sat Divita; Acrop-
olis Books. Based -on a re-
cent -conference on consumer
complaints; discusses such
issue; as the need -for con-
I sumer redress, policies and
I directions' of consumer corn:
plaint handling, the role of
'public policy, alternatives
I and current legislation rind
I laws.
• Consumer Protertidu;
Problems and Prospects by
I Laurence-- Feldman; West
I Publishing. Part one covers
I historical hackgmund and
I Federal -regulation in the
!consumer protection field;
'part two deals with product
safety, the quality of con:
Help: The Useful Alma-
nac for 1976-77 edited by
food, housing, home improve-
ment, car, clothing, health,
.education and personal wel-
fare,
The Supermarket Trap:
The Consurner,und the Food
Industry by Jeritsifv: Cross;
Indiana University Press. An
update of the first edition in-
-eluding two new chapters
and useful appendices, bibli-
ography and notes. Available
in paperback.
Sylvia Porter's Money
Kook: How to. Earn It. Spend
It, Save It, Invest It, Borrow
It—Arid Use It to 'Better
Your Life by. Sylvia Porter:
Avon Books. This standard
reference book on -money
management is new avail-
able in paperback.
"Are you telling us
as homeowners
,c we can get
a large loan?"














S2,500 $73.17 $3,512.16 48 17.80
$3,500
,
$90.41 $5,424.60 60. , 18.80
$5,500 $124.41 $7,464.60 60 12.74














On Consumer Affairs In Jobs, And Save Billions For The U. S.
•
By. Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
- Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare




Would you return empty
beverage cans and bottles to
the supermarket if they
carried a 5-cent deposit? A
study says that if enough
Americans did, they would
conserve energy, create jobs
and save billions of dollars.
The study 'done for the
Federal Energy Admin.
stration said there 'are
enormous potential benefits to
a law requiring the deposit,
nationwide. But whether the
benefits would be achieved
would depend on the public's
Willingness to return empty
cans and bottles to retailers.
The study may light a new
lire under proposals for a
nationwide deposit law in the
next Congress.
The report by the Research
Triangle Institute, a private
consulting firm in North
Carolina, noted that Oregon's
mandatory deposit law has
brought a 70 per cent return
rate. It concluded that a
nationwide law might reach 80-.
or 90 per cent by 1982.
Mel Tillis Has Trouble Finding
His Seat at Country Music Awards
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
re NASHVILLE, Tenn.-(AP) —
Moments before the nationally
televised 10th annual Country
Music Association awards
show, Mel Tillis was still
trying to find his wife and his
assigned seat. •
It's a good thing he finally
found them, because 90
minutes later he was chosen
entertainer of the year — the
CMA's top award.
But the most honors Monday
night went en, ert ainers
•Waylon Jennings and Willie
Nelson, who shared three
awards — single of the year
for -"Good Hearted Woman,"
vocal duo of the year, and
album of the year for "Wanted
— The Outlaws" along with
Jessi Colter and Topipall
Glaser.
Jennings was not present for
the awards show. at the Grand
Ole Opry House because of
"personal and private
reasons."
The versatile Tills —
singer, song*iter, comedian
and -television 'personality —
was chosen over Je S.
Nelson, Dolly Parton a
Ronnie Milsap for the most
coveted award.
"I __was completely
surprised," said Tillis, known
to country music fans as the
enteri-nIner who stutters
except when he sings.
"I had no idea I had a
chance with Waylon and Willie
being so popular and Ronnie
Milsap and Dolly being - in
there," the 43-year-old Tills
said.
Moments before the show
began, announcer Ralph
Emery noticed that .Tillis
couldn't find his seat. • -
"Would Mel Tillis' wife
please stand so he can find his
seat?" he asked over the
loudspeakers. After ir iueh
laughter, Tullis sheepishly sat
down.
Milsap, blind since birth and
a country singer for only three
years, and Miss Parton were -
voted lop vocalists,- Miss
Parton for the second straight
year.
Nelson, generally con-
sidered  the favorite for Ihe tap,
award, said he was "a little
disappointed" that -Jennings
passed up the show:
"It was his decision and I
respect it," said Nelson, a
former door-to-door Bible and
vacuum cleaner salesman. .
"I kind of thought Ste might
win something, but not this
much," he said:
—Miss Parton said af-
terwards: "I just want
con, inue doing better."
Kitty Wells, "the queen
country music," and the la,,
Institute III
PIPPA PASSES, Ky. 'Al'
— Alice Lloyd College will
entertain health professionals
who are interested in learning
more about the culture and
heritage of Appalachia 00
27230.
Called _Appalachia'
Institute III, the program --
aimed at developtn,
awareness and sensitivity
cultural differences and heed.
of the Appalachian people.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn/ Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call •
 7534434 
re(‘,rdirig executive Paul
Cohen were voted into the
Cowctry_Music_Hall of •Pame. —
Other winners were:
"Rhinestone Cowboy,"
written by Larry Weiss and
recorded by Glen Canapbell,
song of the year; the Slimier
BrOtheTS, vocal group of the
year; Roy Clark-end Buck
Trent, instrumental group of
the year, and blind pianist
Harps "Pig" Robbins, in-
strumentalist of the year.
It said such a law would cost




But it also would stimulate
energy conservation and a net
increase in employment and




cheaper than making new
throwaways, and ,consumers
could save money if their beer
and soft drinks came in
returnable cans and bottles,
the report said.
The institute said that if a 5-
cent deposit were in full force
nationwide by 1982 and if
consumers returned 90 per
cent of the concealers, they
would save about 81.8 billion
per year.
The public could save even
more money by buying
returnable bottles instead of
cans, the report said.
Deposit laws designed to
encourage returnable con-,
tamer use instead of
throwaways have a Ireaby
been passed in Oregon,
Vermont, South Dakota and.*:
number of local jurisdictions,
but have been , rejected by
voters in Washington stale
and some other localities.
Environmental groups have
favored a nationwide, man-
datory deposit. They say this
-would stimulate return and
recycling of the containers,
reducing litter and conserving
materials and energy.
The container industry has
generally opposed the idea,.
contending that' the public
may not cooperate as well as
hoped- and that the benefits
would be smaller' than
claimed or even turn into net
economic losses.
Radio fhaeK
DON'T MISS A SINGLE PLAY, DON'T GET SNOWED OUT!















3 ANTENNAS IN 1
VHF-UHF-FM
New set') Damaged ,inteilna? Pour reception'? Now s
the time to clear up the problem with Radio Shack s
_B_Lioor.r.oiQr.ArUelioa al sp_ecial _purchase price-that
-*defies competition' Design fights interference, pulls
in clear pictures plus strongSM signals Just snap
the' elements into position install •t yourself —save
• a Pundle' There s only one rlace yc,11 can find it
Radio Shack ,






























































RADIO SHACK'S 1976 PhICES
I
1 STORE H0U1RS:
4 10-7 Mon. thru Thurs., Set.

























ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1\ OF






















We re Behind You All The Way
512 So. 12th 753-5041
Bank of Murray
FDIC
HOLES FOR MAGIC—Linctse%,2Magit" Hudspeth gets some outstanding Wocking and he takes oft for the out-
side in the win over ingg County last week friday, the iigers host Marshall County in the Tiger Homecoming
contest
Happy Homecoming!
Friday Night, October 15th, 8 p.m. .
Holland Stadium












Only 3 Days Left


































7:30 am til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs
7:30 a.m til midnight — Fri.& Sat.





Quality That Will Please
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PORTS
Buc Teammates Carry Hurler
Bob Moose To His Final Rest
EXPORT, Pa. (AP —The
baseball players' who shared
his victories carried pitcher
Bob Moose of the Pittsburgh
Pirates to his grave here in his
hometown.
Pirates outfielder Al Oliver,
joined by pitchers Jim
Rooker, Bruce Kison and
Dave Giusti, bore the casket to
the grave site Wednesday
after funeral services for
Moose, who died in a weekend
car crash.
Also attending was former
Pirates pitcher Dock Ellis,
' who was the winning pitcher
the night before as the New
York Yankees defeated
Kansas City in the third game
of the American League
championships.
Ellis flew into Pittsburgh for
the funeral and chartered a-
Released
PHILADELPHIA I AP —
Wide receiver Bob Picard was
released by the Philadelphia
Eagles Wednesday to make
room on the roster for veteran
quarterback • Roman Gabriel,
who signed a 1976 contract.
The 36-year-old Gabriel,
returning to the National
Football League club after a
lengthy absence due to a knee
injury, is expected to be in 
uniformSunday when the
•Eagles meet Green Bay.
Picard, 26, was signed as a
free agent ..by the Eagles in












helicopter to this West-
moreland County town.
"Bo6's death reminds us of
the brevity of life," said the
Rev. Gervase Chutis said of
the 29-year-old Moose.
The Rev. Chutis baptized
Moose and married him and
his wife, Alberta, in St. Marys
Catholic Chureti, the same -
church where the funeral
service was held.
"There are a lot of fine ball
players but Bob was a very
special kind of person," said
former Pirates' General
Manager Joe L. Brown.
The small church was
packed with more than 300
mourners and another 50
people stood outside.
Moose's widow wore a gold
necklace that bore the number
"38," which he wore on his
Pirates' uniform for nine
years. --A basket of yellow
roses, with grey chrysan-
themums forining "38" in the
center was given, by the
Pirates' players.
Moose's 5-year-old
daughter, April, was not at the
funeral. But a small floral
arrangement was there from
her. The card read simply: "I
love you, Daddy."
Tigers To Host Marshals
In Homecoming Friday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
John Hine and his Murray
High Tigers are like a group of
experienced mountain
climbers: they know that if
they don't make any mistakes,
they can be on top. But the one
thing) they can't afford is a
That is the situation as the
Tigers prepare to host Mar-
shall County in the 8 p.m.
Homecoming contest Friday
at Holland Stadium.
"We can't slip up. At this
point, they are 1-5 record wise
and of course, they are still in
the beginning stages of a
program," Murray coach
John Hina said.
"It just takes a while for a
Program to get off 'Cie
ground."
The Tigers will take a 5-1
record into the non-District
clash.
Marshall County did not
play last week, thus they have
had a full two weeks of
practice to prepare for the
Tigers.
"They've had an op-
portunity to regroup and
possibly put new kids in new
positions for the game with
us," Hine said.
"We've been under a little
pressure, having played two
consecutive District games.




more plans for the
Homecoming than they do for
the football game itself. But I
think we have a group of kids
who'll be thinking about the
game though.
"We're looking at this one





Old Dobbin's Declining Physical Condition,
There are special-plans being, made for Murray State's
Homecoming Game with Middle Tennessee Saturday.
There is a rumor that the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals is going to be on hand to see if anything
can be done about the declining physical condition of Old
.Dobbin.
Old Dobbin is that loveable old fellow that stands on the
north side of the endzone in Stewart Stadium and paces ner-
vously up and down his feed trough, waiting for Murray to
score a touchdown so he can run around the track.
There has been talk that Old Dobbin is going to begin a
new training program. He may start next week with the
Jolly Joggers, the fellows who skip lunch every afternoon
and go for a jog instead.
Also, it has been suggested that Old Dobbin could join the
Murray Marathoners but he wouldn't be able to win any
trophies since there are no categories for horses.
Poor Old Dobbin.
At the beginning of football season, who would have ever
guessed the Racers would have only scored two touchdowns
in three games at Stewart Stadium. And as a matter of fac-
tly, both of those touchdowns came in the same game,
against a Sootheast Missouri team which believe it or not,.
was weaker than Murray. .
Perhaps the best suggestion that has been made is to put
Old Dobbin in a uniform.
If he stood sideways, he could be one half of the offensive
line. That still wouldn't solve all of the problems though.
Old Dobbin doesn't have a stablemate and we'd still have
people on the other half of the offensive line.





Here4 A A mid-sized car with all the style and
cornfort'you could want Meow" offers sou so
much salueitsr the monee There are traditional
Monaco elegance: a weil-appointrxl interior. a
. smooth quiet ride, a34,01neering excellence
Monaco ,iffer. you gorgeous two-door hard
bAA-76-175
tops, trim mid sized wagons. and beautiful four
door sedans with room for six adults
The .7— Dodge Monaco A comfortable.
family-sized car with a comfortable
family-sized price It's, waiting for




an award to the most courageous football player.
Quarterback Mike Dickens surely has enough friends
around here that someone could donate some hay and a
place for Old Dobbin to stay.
It's really hard to know who suffers the most in the game,
Dickens or Old Dobbin.
Dickens deserves a purple heart for standing behind his
offensive line and Old Dobbin deserves a medal for his
patience.
-But things may get better for Old Dobbin.
The Racers still have a good defensive club. Someone has
even suggested that every time the Racer defense stops the
other team's offense, Old Dobbin should at least take a half
a lap.
That way, he would end his run behind the other team's
bench and Old Dobbin could be equipped with special
wiring so maybe we could Mow a little more about the
other team's defensive plans.
Of course that probably wouldn't help any. The other
team's defensive plans are actually quite simple: On a
count of three, and exactly when the ball is snapped from
center, they all yell "boo" and the Racer offensive line,
already nervous from being ran over so much, falls down in
unison and Dickens gets smashed again.
So letting Old Dobbin run around a half of a lap when our
defensestops the other team's offense waft work. •
Instead, there's one more idea.
How about letting Old Dobbin run around the track every
time Murray gets a first down?
By the way, first downs by penalties don't count.
Taiwan Fighting Grimly
To Remain In Olympics
By GEOFFREY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
BARCELONA, Spain T API
— The Taiwanese, victims of
political maneuvers at the
Montreal Olympics, are
fighting grimly to keep their
place in the Games 9f the
future.
They are determined to go
on calling themselves The
Republic of China — theriarne
which caused the Canadian
government to refuse them
entry for the Olympics.
While Olympic leaders and
the international sports
federations conferred here
about political problems that,
threaten the Games, Henry
Hsu, member of the Inter -
flat iorat Olympic Committee
for Taiwan, spelled out 'hi'
case for the 16 million people
who live in the island fortress
"It should be part of *IOC
rules that any national
-,-,Olympic committee may
adopt its own name as long as
it does not claim to represent
territories not under it,
control," _Hsu said Wed-
nesday, touching a sore spot.
Communist China, which is
trying to get into the Olympics
but insists that Taiwan be
expelled first, argues that 1:3.•
using the name Republic-of
China, Taiwan implies a claim
to authority over the
mainland.
Hsu said': " "Peking claims ti
represent Taiwan. Until
Peking provides proof that it
actually controls Taiwan, any
proposal affecting the status
of the Republic of China
Olympic Committee should
not be considered."
The IOC slid out of a difficult
situation. at Montreal, by
asking the. Taiwanese lii
change their name for the
sr
durations of the Games to
satisfy the Canadian gover-
nment. The Taiwanese, most
of whom never reached
Canada, refused and went
home.
Some 10C members are
known to favor If permanent
solution to the China problem
on the sameslines. If Taiwan
were asked to adopt a new
name-and left the Olympic
movement in protest, the door
_would be open for Peking to
come in without further
political argument.
Hsu made it clear the'
Taiwanese will resist any such
move.
"The people of Taiwan are
Chinese by race, just as the
people' of Mainland China are,
since- they are both from the
same family." he said.
The international
_federations which control the
26 Olympic sports are con-
fering in one room of a Bar-
celona hotel while the 10C
Executive Board meets in
another. Later ih the week, the
two bodies will meet jointly.
The federations are split
over the China problem, 16
recognizing the Republic of
China i Taiwan and nine
recognizing the People's
Republic or Mainland China.
No federation has both Chinas
as members. Peking refuses
to sit alongside Taiwan
anywhere.
Meanwhile, the federation
of softball, a non-Olympic
Sport, his cancela its 1978
world championships in
Calgary because it disap-
proves of the way Canada
treated the Taiwanese at
Montreal. Taiwan is one of,t he
federation's 'affiliated
meifibers.
because they are 1-5 doesn't
mean they can't beat you.
'Things like that have hap-
pened before. But of course
they did have the opportunity
to bring the whole team and
all of the coaches to Trigg
County last week if they
wanted to scout us," Hine
added.
The 35-0 win at frigg County
was the best for the Tigers
since the 12-7 win over
Mayfield on September 17.
After the win over the
Cardinals, Murray stumbled
to a 20-6 win over Fulton City
then two weeks ago, the Tigers
were upset by Caldwell
County to throw the District
race into a three-way tie.
"The win at Trigg County
was a big one for us. We felt
real good coming back after
winning that one. It seemed
our kids had the enthusiasm
and the sparkle in their eyes
that is necessary ti play good
football.
"We beat-a good club. They
didn't have -a whole' Itit of -
depth. We made some changes
that I thought really helped us
ont he offensive line.
-Usually, against a split-40
defense, our guards have to go
against bigger fellows. We
moved Andy Ryan and Donnie
Winchester out' to tackles and
we, had Tim' Garland in there
as a guard and that gave us
more size."
Hine said he is still con-
cerned aboui the large
number of penalties the Tigers
have had this season. Against
the Wildcats, the Tigers had 85
yards in penalties and two
touchdowns were called back.
"We emphasize the fun-
damentals...you can't hold
etc. I don't think any of the
kids are purposely com-
mitting infractions. Some of
our kids get so aggressive that
sometimes they grab a jersey
or an arm and don't realize
ii.,'
Hina said he felt the
blocking, at times, was super
against Trigg County. ,
"We got really good
blocking on the line from
Garland, Danny Richerson,
Winchester and Ryan plus we
had good fullback blocking
from Darrell Foster and Ken
Perkins.
"Richerson has done a fine
job for us. He's lost a lot of
weight and has picked up
additional speed. He's been ,a
great part of our success in.the
offensive line," Hine said of
his senior center.
Hina said another out-
standing phase of the game at
Trigg County was The good
coverage en kickoffs and
punting for us,
"I also thought Lee Miller
had one of his better games..
And certainly David Kennedy
had his most aggressive
befensive game," Hine added.•
Miller certainly did have
one of his better games.
Though not making an
awesome amount of tackles,
the ones he did make were
brutal. Kennedy had .two
swks on the evening and he
was impossible for the Trigg
County offensive line to block.
Ryan's blocked punt for a
touchdown in the third quarter
turned around the game and
gave the Tigers a 14-0 lead and
some momentum.
Marshall County's lone win
of the season came over Ohio
CoThunety.
'Marshals have good
size and they are a fairly
young club.
Junior Kenny Ford will start
at quarterback with Ronnie
Dunn and Matt Wolfe, a pair of
sophomores, starting in the
ISackfield. Mitch Perry will
start at flanker.
punts. ... Perry can also pass the ball
'4itrid of course, can catch it and
the-rIet'a ndver7ak-vietaoul O t at hgeerwridwn:1-
be blockers. I thought Thomas
Kendall;Arettis Biunphis and
Claude Jolnison all did quite
well with their speciality team
play last week," Hina added.
Again, the Tiger defense
. was' stellar. Trigg County had
only 121 yards in total offense.
"I thought Andy Ryan and
Jeff Oakley had great games.
Oakley picked off one pass and
he really did a good job of
on occasions runs it.
The 1976 Tiger Homecoming
Queen will be crowned before
the game. Candidates are
Regina Bumphis, Donna
Hughes and Gwen Purdom.
• - TENNIS
MADRID — Top-seeded
Guillermo Miles easily won
third-round match as he
eliminated Gerald Battrick of
Britain 6-2, 6-0 in the $75,000
Madrid Tennis Tournament.
" • P • • • rig •
• e • * •
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purchogle...that's enough





Le! ate help you ,plan
your carpet purchases








dense, tone-on-tone nylon plush




Fomvely Soh Shadows Nylon ousti pa, n h.q. Two dritereet types
of yarn create a very subtle toort-ob loo'• k.)1, OPY Yam weogfis tn o• no's.
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WALL TOWAU. CARPET 17 77 square yard Was 5 1 79 Measures 12'
feet entle State Move re nearest roch when orderiiiq
37 F 7277P4P14— Wt 6Ra 10 oz Was 575, 77 "IOW Run rt $10 3S
Price Expires Itifyember 10, 1916
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.„). Yanks Hoping To Give Hloppy
Birthday Gift To Ed Figueroa
TO BE AT CALLOWAY-The All-American Red Hoods will be at Calloway County for an 8 p.m.
game Friday night. Here, the Red Heads ore doing their special T-Fonnation. Standing left to
right are Gretchen Pim, Lynne° Sioquist and Sue Branham. Kneeling is Rhonda "Rosy Red"
Waters.
( MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
Don January To Call tnd To
His Season After Texas Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (API
- Tough old Don January,
who happily calls himself
"Old Folks," will close out one
of pro golf's most remarkable
seasons this week.
"This is it," drawled the
slow-moving, easy-going
January before teeing off in
the first round today as the
defending champion in the
$125,000 San Antonio-Texas
Open. "I've played enough.
I'm running out of gas."
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pened in his last start, two
weeks ago in the Sahara
Invitational in Las Vegas. He
led through three rounds, then
faded over the last 18 holes
and finished in a tie for second
with Dave Hill.
Still, that performance
helped him to the best year of
his pro career that has
spanned more than 20 years,
and capped one of the most
dramatic comebacks in sports
history.
At age 46, after a three-year
retirement in- which he rarely
played even friendly golf, he
won the prestigious Tour-
hanient of-Charnpions, was in
title contention almost every
time he started, has a chance
at the Nartion Trophy for the
tour's low scoring average
and now has won $162,772,
more than twice as much as he
had ever won.
"It's been very rewarding,
very satisfying,- January
said.
He wasn't sure he would
make it when he started on the
comeback trailiwo years ago.
"I hadn't even played
friendly golf," he said. "And
that's a whole different
animal from the golf they play
out here on the tour..








v- Plenty Of Color
t/ Plenty Of Sun
V Plenty Of Good
Food
V Plenty Of Fun
R.F.D. No. 3 Gatlinburg, Tenn. 7738
For Reservation Call Collect (615) 436-9333
gave myself a year. to find out
if I could make it back."
The year was almost up at
this tournament last season.
January won it. He was back
to stay.
"I 'shall not leave on my
own," he said. "It will take my
game to force me off the tour.
As long as I can be
competitive, as long as I can
play and make money, I will
continue to play."
He has acquired more than
his share this season and looks
for even more-in this chase for
a $25,000 first prize.
"You always -want to do
your best," he said. "That's
particularly so when you're
defending. But you can't
predict that you'll play well.
All you can do is try your
hardest. And if that isn't good
enough, well, I'll just pack my
bags and go back to Dallas."
Among January's chief
challengers here are the
veteran Hill, enjoying his best
season since 1969; Al
Geiberger, winner of two 1976
titles, and Ben Crenshaw, a
three-time winner this season
who needs a first or second-
place finish to move into the
leading money-winning spot.
Other standouts include 1976
winners Tom Kite,. Rik
Massengale, Mark Hayes and
Larry Ziegler, along with John




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) '-
University of Louisville
basketball Coach Denny Crum
has suspended Ricky Gallon, a
6-foot-11 junior center, for
academic reasons.
"He is suspended until he
can prove tome by either a
phone call or letter from each
of his teachers that he is at-
tending class regularly and is
making satisfactory
progress,- Crum said.
Gallon, from Tampa, Flga.,
is one of five returning star-
ters from the 1976-Louisville
team that went to the National
Invitational Tournament.
Louisville's tallest player,
Gallon led the team in scoring
last season with an average of
15.3 points a' game and in




Philadelphia Flyers and the
Los Angeles Kings were fined
a total of 89,750 by the
National -Hockey League for
two bench-clearing brawls
which took place in a game




NEW YORK ( AP) - HaVing
beat en /NW/ York Yankees ace
Catfish Hunter in the game
they had to win to stay alive,
the Kansas City Royals go
after their first World Series
berth tonight against Ed
Figueroa.
The Yankees, hoping for
their first American League
pennant in 12 years, tried to
wrap it up with Hunter
Wednesday. But the bid back-
fired when the Royals kayoed
Hunter early.
That left Figueroa, a 19-
game winner during the
regular season but the loser in
Game -Two of . these best-of-
five AL playoffs, for tonight's
deciding game. Today is
Figueroa's 28th birthday. I
The Royals forted the
championship series to Is
limit by beating New-York 7-4
Wednesday with a barrage of
ex' rabase hits that included a
double and triple by Hal
McRae.
That overcame a pair of
home runs by Graig Nettles of
the Vankees and sent the two
divisfoh -thatilpions Wk. -r5r
one more game in this see-saw
series.
McRae, whit broke out of a
slump that had left hint hitless
in the first three games of the
series, thought that beating
Hunter in Game Four would
give the Royals the edge
tonif fght.
eel we have the
momentum now," said
McRae. "I think we're in the
best position. We beat their
best pitcher - their big gun.
They won't have the same
faith in the guy they throw
tomorrow 1, Thursday night
that they had today (Wed-
nesday
Yankees Manager Billy
Martin bristled at that
suggestion. "Figueroa will
start the fifth game, and we
have a lot of faith ii him," he
said'.
What was _Martin's reason
for using Figueroa, who has
lost three decisions to Kansas
City this season, including The
second game of the playoffs?
"Nineteen wins," snapped
the Yankees manager.
"That's a pre; t) good
reason."
Ignored as a possible starter
for the final game was left-
hander Ken Holt zthan, a
veteran of playoff and World
Series competition during his
years in Oakland. "Holtzman
hasn't been pitching well
lately," said Martin. "I really
didn't consider him."
If the Yankees had no plans'
for Holtzman, Royals
. Manager Whitey Herzog could
have used him on loan. Asked
about his fifth game starter,
Herzog had to hedge Wed-
nesday night.
"I have no idea right now,-
he said. "I have a choice of
four - Dennis Leonard, Marty
Paitin, Al Fit zmorris and Paul
Split torff. If I had Holtzman,
I'd pitch him." -
Split torff, who pitched 52-3
innings of shutout relief in
Game Two, would have had
the assignment almost
automatically if he had not
had to warm up Wednesciay.
But he was anxious for
another shot at the Yankees_
Leonard was ;he second
game starter and was knocked
out early. But Herzog thinks
the 17-game winner could do a
creditable•joti "He's a power
pitcher and if he throIN.
strikes he can give ;Jim
trouble," the manager said
'Fitzmorris is the onl‘
Royals player who haS not
played in the series so far. -If
1,„pOched, I'd feel strange,' he
said: "I think my bid ‘4,._a
turned down."
Pat tin faced just .one bat: t ,:
in his only playoff al,-
npearance. "I'm ready,"
_ said. "I should be strum.
couldn't get the ball over r
'plate the other night."
He would have been
trouble if he had. Her;
ordered-an intentional walk
the only batter he faced. It
Her-mg shook up the Roy,t:
lineup, benching regulars Jo
Wohlford and Franii White,
sent McRae, usually thy
designated hitter, into rie)lt
field, inserted veteran Cookie
Rojas at second base and
made Jamie Quirk, a rookie,
the DH.
All of the moves worked
• Rojas supplied two hits,
igniting a pair of rallies. Quirk
drove in two runs and scored a
•
third. McRae scored twice
after his two hits. And Patek




stance, trying to battle his
way ow of the slump. "I've
been playing around with five
or six, stances," he said. "I
had been lunging at the ball. I
wasn't hanging back enough."
He finally found a com-
fortable position in his second
s‘_ying and drilled his hits in
the fourth and sixth innings.
Only a brilliant stop by Nettles
at third base deprived him of a
third hit in the eighth inning.
"If I had figured it out
earlier," said McRae, "this
series might be over now."
Patek's second-inning
double drove in the first two
Royals runs against Hunter.
Then Buck Martinez got an
RBI single, making it 3-0.
Nettles got two of those runs
back with a homer. in the
bottom of the second, but
McRae opened the fourth with
his double and scored on
Quirk's triple. Rojas followed
with a sacrifice fly, making it
5-2.
In the sixth, McRae tripled
and trotted home on Quirk's
sacrifice fly. Two innings
later, Patek doubled home the
final- Kansas City run
following a two-out single by
Boas.
Waiting for the survivor of
this bout are the Cincinnati
Reds. Tonight's winner will be
in Riverfront Stadium for the









• 4 Ply Polyester
Cords Body
• 78 Series Design












All Tire Prices plus FET s1.75-314



























For Power And Traction
4bx
9995 $ 1 2495











400-15 4 Ply $18.67
500-15 4 Ply $20.21
550-16 6 Ply $23.65
550-16 4 Ply $29.29
600-16 6 Ply $25.75
650-16 6 Ply $36.01
650-16 4P1 $42.84
Pick Your Tire - Pick Your Price
10 C78-111 78 nri-
4 E78-14 Saxon 2+2
4 E78-14 Multi Mile Poly
12 G78-14 Grand Prix Poly
1 H711-14 Gillette 2+2
1 G78-15 Gillette 2+2








40 G78-15 Dayton Premium Poly
3 AR78-15 Regal Radial
1 BR 78-15 Regal Radial
6 BR 78-14 Regal Radial
1 ER78-14 Uniroyal Nem Radial
1 165R-14 Kelly Springfield Radial









808 Coldwater Road • Near 5 Points Phone 753-3164
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ONLY THE NEWSPAPER bongs
you fast-breaking news &yet
°omen's - with o corps of re-
porters probing beneath the
surface to bring you bock
ground information You make
the news; you ore the news,













Potion Cooing .  753-7588
Senior Citizens .  753-0929
Needhne 153-NEED








Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
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I WAS DOiN6 POORL4 IN
LOW SCHOOL SEE, 501
ENROLLED IN AN EXCLu% E
























A LITTLE SO • NG
Ex-rua, 10 YOjet '--YCHECK
S W0C-K
7‘
WHAT WE DO best is.
care. N'eedline, 7534333.
PARIS MEAT Processing




home • freezers. Beef,
hogs, deer and goats. •
One mile North of Paris
on Old Murray and







During October a tree Au
condoioner, A & [owning or
Hitch Accessory package
with the purchase of any
new RV in stock MURPHY S
CAMPER SALES & SERVICE
Hwy. 62 E Dawson Rood
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, MURRAY PAINT &
HORSY CENTER
1:00 a.m toll:00p on ...1
Ray thru Saturday ft
Train Sets i Accesson,
Airplane. car & truck in.•;...
kits, macrame kits & sup-
plies and much more Also





3. C rd Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our





Funeral Home for the
man) kindnesses
extended to us during
the illness and death of
our mother and
grandmother, Eunice
Rolfe. May God bless
each of you. The
children and
grandchildren.
5 Lost And found
LOST .TRAILER tire
between Murray and ,
Faxon. Reward offered.
Call 753-4988.
LOST AQUA and gold
plaid coat with aqua
lining. White gloves In
pocket. Taken from Dr.
Hughes waiting room







, PLANNING YOUR NEXT
CRIME BLITZ. RIGHT e
RIGHT:81OU'RE HERE IC




5 Lost And Found
FOUND WEISER key No.
E-25476. Found outside
Fred's Store, claim key
at Ledger & Times.
LOST LADIES -geld wrist
. watch, at Murray High










WANTED - Someone to
pick-corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call
753-2542, Pete Henson.
NEED BRICK layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 365-




by giving age, marital




cook. Days. No phone .
calls. Apply in person it
Hungry Bear, 1409 Main.
NEED THREE MEN for
sales and service. .$165
per week salary plus
commission plus fringe












time waitresses. If you
are not interested in
working weekends and
evenings, do not applY.
No phone calls. Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
PART TIME or full time.
Will accept college
student applicants. We •
.ei ar4equal opport umzp
er. Apply 07
N. 4th, *tura y or
call 7
•
WA 0, SALE .„
sultant who
• successful sales ex-
perience. Earn $3063500
per week, plus auto -
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if










• Call 753-7527 or 753-0425
14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold
Call '753-9232.
WE. BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah. Ky.
For free estimate. -Cali
442-1918.
WOULD LIKE to buy
some good jap hay. Call
N753-6859 after 5 p. m.
SMALL,, MOBILE homer
to 7 years old. Call 753-
0216 after -p.m.
' MAMIYA C-330 camera.
Normal and wide angle.
lenses. $395. Call 1-247-
3541 after 6 p. m.
15 Articles For Sale
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-toads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of Aka
paneliog from $2.75 to
$7.00 per iheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.
TWO PAIR, I pair 72"
wide, 1 pair 37" wide




blued and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur: Murray
. launber Co„ 104 Maple,
ASHLEY IMPERIAL
wood stove. Never been
used. Price $285. Call
753-3206.
-NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K,- Bel
• Aire Shopping Center. •
USED $ FT. long wooden
utility trailer. Good
tires, good condition.
Cell 753-3888 after 5 p.
.itn.
.0' CARPETS LOOK dull. . _
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western




of 1V1e. Owl. Contact
bonny Hudson. at 753-'





$75, One Kodak movie
camera, projector,
light bar, $50. One 220
volt new 3 element
heater, $60. One por-
table black and white
T.V„ $30. One 24'
Riviera Cruser Pon-







8-5. KENT - WRIGHT





Also see or o
decoupi • You
choi or special. 'or-
d .. If you have an





$125. Washer and dryer,
$150. Dishwasher, $175.
Desk, $25. Chest of
drawers, $35. Small
table and chairs, $25.
End table, $5. Coffee
table, $10. Couch and





dryer, living and dining




and' Service, 500 Maple
















brass, $88.88.' A um
Step ladders, 5 ft..$1
6 fi.7314.88, 8 ft. $22.95.
Aluminum. extension
ladders. 16 ft.-418.88, 20
ft. $24.88, 24 ft: 142.88.
Pace CB radios m
143 $69.95, model 123-A
$89.95, model 144 $113.95,
model 2300 $139.95.
Portable electric
heaters 4,000 watt, 4
stack, $31.99. Electric
water heater. 17 gallon
$59.95. 30 _gallon $68.88,
40 gallon $79.95. Chain
saw chains, g in., as in.,
or 404,pitch enough -for
12 in. bar, $8.95, 16 in.
$9.95, 20 in $10.95. Mr.
Coffee II, $24.95, Mr.
Coffee I, $29.95. Wallirt
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
FAIRFIELD SOFA, blue -
and White (Viral with
chair included. Plat-
form rocker. redwood
pa , If . set Wicker
headboard. • Lawn
mitt% cr. Free , used
ealyet. -Can be seen at
818 N. 201ht. Call 753-6017.
ANTIQUE HALL TREE,
oak . Double • seat
siocaue, bevel _mirror,
sell-for. half-elf-full value.





oak e, tin door
pie safe, OM( Toll top
desk, four' ,,,stack
bookcase. Foursigiles
. south 'of Murray '-on
641. Uncle Willies





Dark- walnut 4 drawer
cabinet, excellent
condition. Seldom used.
$225. Call after 4:00 753-
8257.
19. farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
EASY SEED seed sower,
3 p. h., like new, only
sown 12 acres. $100.00.
„call 3544691.
FARM FANS grain
cleaner, earn, bean and





dition. Call 345-2601 after
6 p. m. Farmington.
DO YOU NEED saw mill
slabs for firing tobatro?
.We have some available
at our mill near New
Concord. We will have a
loader to load your truck
Saturday morning. -Call
753-7531 for directions to
the mill.
TERRELL TIDWELL
will do combine work for




tractor, 12 ft. Inter-Ar
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463,
USED BOAT tr for ,
sale. Excellent c
"dition. Call 753-88507:30-
5:00, after 5:00p. m. call
753-8990.
12 GAUGE goose gun,
1956 Ford truck, 1946
Chevrolet truck, one MR
175 trail bike and one
ME 125, MT B Allis
Chalmer tractor, 8
wagon wheels, trumpet
and fish aquarium. Call
492-8374.






Six- string, case ip-
'cluded. Call 767-4053.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano company, across







FOR SALE used Alto
saxophone. Call 753-
0809.
CONRAD'S PIANOS - •
ORGANS, Kimball and
Baldwin, .Lowery - Story
and Clark. --Largest
N selection in Western
e?ttucky, 753-1424,
01 pie Plaza; Murray.
Ky..
24 Miscellaneous
TRACTOR MOWER 8 h.
p. Briggs and Stratton
engine, electric start,
electric lights, 36 in. cut,
like new. $500. Call 753-
4782 6-9 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
WELDING RIG and
equipment. Any or all.
74 Lincoln 200 amp on 62
rebuilt Ford truck. New
steel bed. See at Half-
way Point Garage, 13
miles, South of Paris on .
New Camden Highway.
26 TV-Radio
1977 ZENITH TV:s and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We
service what we sell.
-tAlttE aul.e.01171-8





27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60' on large, nice
corner lot in subdivision
in front Of 'East
Elementary. Has- new
' outbuilding and 2 large
wooden porches. Priced
to sell. Call 753-1775.
TRAILER FOR SALE or
_ rent. 12 x 65 almost new
3 bedroom. $160 month.
Deposit and reference.
Phone 492-8120.
1973 ALL ELECMIt 12x




2 bedroom, all electric, -
Service pole. Frac-
ocally new 17.000 BTU
window air conditioner
and underpinning lAvet
in one year. $4550.00
Call 354-6465 after S p._
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 68.
Three bedroom, split
level. Located in Fox
Meadows, Trailer D-2.
WE , BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Calf
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
LARGE SHADY private
lot for mobile home. Call .
489-2595.
MOBILE HOMES/AND
obile home spaies for
ren t Riviera Ct. Call
753-3280 -
32. Apartments For Rent
1600 WISWELL ROAD



















• bed' roam, 641 South 1' 2.
miles. Reference and
deposit, no pet s..Phone
492-8120.
34 Hours roc Rent
•". - SOLITit. ON 121 - two-
bedroom, large paneled
kitchen-den. Acre






couples only. Refrence _
required. Call 492-8594
after 5:30 weekdays. „
"•••••••••••••111•••••••••"-•'
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36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT - Clean up
body shop. Near
Midway on 641 Highway.
Call 753-5311.
31. Livestock Supplies










pups, 4 months old. Two
females, 850 each. Call
753-7810 after 5 p.m.
Route Salesman
Wanted
Royal Crown Cola, is looking for, a
route salesman for Murray area.
Good job with lots of fringe benefits.
For appointment Call
443-3647
38. Pets - Supplies
DOBERMAN PUPPIES.




TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.










YARD SALE. Two party,
505 South 7th. 9 a. m. to 5
p.m.
YARD SALE. Friday and
Sa,urday 8 ill 7 Glass,
collecrables, small
buffe,, typewriler, new
pain, , primitive bed,
small la, he, goodies,





Sa. urday, 8-? Mens
cloihing, ladies size 7
,hrough 20, boys and
girls siie 2 through 14,
shoes, household_ irerns,
and ,oys. 94 East, 6
utiles from Murray.
Third house on right
pas, Elm Grove Church.
ROBERTS REALTY: Other than being the leading Agency in Murray and Calloway
County, they are also an Agency with personell waiting to assist you in buying,
selling or trading property. ROBERTS REALTY has established itself on fair dealings
and competent service. Let them help you today!
1118 Circarama. Four bedrooms, two baths,
double car garage, formal dining room.
$34,900.00. Would trade for cheaper house or
farm.
1657 Ryan. Three bedrooms, brick, near Univer-
sity, assumable loan or would consider trade in'
county. $24,900.00.
912 North"8th. Two bedrooms, aluminum sng,
extra large lot with fruit trees; $16,500.00.
1611 Dodson. Immaculate three bedrooms; two
baths; central gas heat; $26,750.00.
800 North 18th. Newly decorated, new carpet,
three bedroom brick; large lot. $25,500.00.
_1401 Story. Located near shopping; three
bedrooms; storm doors and Windows; carpet;
dishwasher; disposal. $29,500.00.
702 Fairlane; three bedrooms; carpet; range,
dishwasher, disOsal, less than five years old.
$26,500.00.
1624 Kirkwood. Three large bedrooms, dish-
washer, exhakist fan, large corner lot, storm
doors and windows. $29,50000.
1611 Locust. Three bedrooms; two baths;
fireplace; carpet; patio; near elementary
school. $33,900.00.
,
306 South 16th. Three rental apartments in-
cluding basic furniture; All apartments rented;
$260.00 a month income; $17,500.00.
417 South 10th. Two bedrooms, living room, kit-
chen, bath; newly decorated kitchen; natural
gas heat. $10,750.00.
407 South 10th 7 Complete house newly decorated
inside and out, 8' x 12' storage building, storm
doors and windows. $14,750.00.
1615 Locust. Three bedrooms.; bath and a half;
fenced in back yard; carpet; great school
location. $28,900.00.
1397 Johnson. Three bedroom, brick, storm doors
and windows. You MUST see the inside to ap-
preciate! $25,500.00.-
Meadow Lane & Kirkwood. Eight room brick, 2'2
baths; central heat & air; complete kitchen; car-
pet; drapes; $55,000.00.
307 South 8th, near hospital with excellent rental -
potential. Extra large lot; six rooms. $21,000.00.
1101 Main Street. Four apartment house with
another possible apartment; lot, 365' deep and
fenced; basic furniture stays with apartments.
$45 ;J00 .00.
Canterbury Estates. New, three bedrooms, two
bath home; lovely fireplace; complete kitchen;
carpet; formal dining. $46,800.00.
1203 Olive. Business location worth fighting for!
Two blocks from University, just off main high-
way. Sturdy house to. be used or moved to
another lot. Check this now! $75,000.00.
Scenic Acres- Subdivision. Double wide mobile
home with patio on large lot. $11,500.00.
Keniana Shores. Mobile home with central heat...,
and air on 100' x 198' lot. $11,000.00.
East of Cherry Corner. 25 acres of land, three
bedroom, two and a half bath, brickheime; storm
doors & windows; complete kitchen; three years
old; $45,000.00.
Pottertown Area. *wen acres already platted
for subdividing; .new brick & frame home; cen-
tral heat and air; lots of storage, $49,500.00.
Irvan.Cobb Road. Exceptionally well built three,
bedroom, two bath brick on 3.8 acres of land;
redwood, two story, storage barn; lots of extras.
$49,800.00.
Kingswood Subdivision. Three bedroom, two
bath, brick on corner lot; carpet; dishwasher,
range; central gas heat and central electric air;
$32,000.00.
Highway 94 East. Nine room brick with central
heat and air on three acres of land. Garage and
barn. $38,000.00.
Hazel, Kentucky. Large, older home in need of
some work. Excellent possibilities in
remodeling. $10,500.00.
Bailey Road. Eleven room, Cypress With many
extras. Walk-out basement; central heat and
air; sixteen acres of land; $79,000.00.
Almo Heights. Six room, brick and frame house
on extra large lot; lag of storage room.
,$25,000.00.
Near Dexter. 1976 mobile home with two extra
rooms added; basic furniture; central heat and
air; two storage buildings ;- two-acres of land;
$18,500.00.
Pine Bluff Shores; four room cottage on over an
acre of land; fireplace; approximately three
blocks from water; $10,000.00.
Lakeway Shores., Two bedroom cottage on two
lots; lots of shade; water access. $10,500.00.
Center Rfilge Subdivision:lbree room cottage;
double construction; fully insulated; storm
doors and windows. $10,000.00.
Lakeway Shores. Four room cottage with lake
view.„ Nicely decorated; easy, year around
living. $14,500.00.
Panorama Shores. Seven room, brick home,
overlooking Kentucky Lake; shop in basement;
redwood deck; nice patio. $35,500.00.
Building lots in Broach addition, 112 x 155 at
$5,000.00; Cardinal Drive, 95' x 160', at $4,250.00;
Williams Subdivision, 100' x 145' at $4,500.00; and
Contrad Heights, 100' x 190' at $E,250.00.
One mile east of Murray. Five acres with com-
mercial well and some outbuildings. $9,500.00.
Off of North 16th Street. Three and a half acres
with beautiful building site. $5,000.0t.
Green Plain and Locust Grove Road. Sixteen
acres with approximately twelve tendable.
Beautiful wooded section on land. $14,000.00.
Off Kirby Jennings Trail. 6.35 acres of woods
land. Near mouth of Blood River. $5,000.00.
Keniana Shores. Two lots. $3,190.00.
Lakeway Shores Two lots $4,500.00 I
Shop ROBERTS REALTY first for all your real estate needs. If they don't have it










EXTRA NICE Yard Sale.
Old 641 Highway. Friday
and Saturday from 8 a.




RUMMAGE SALE in ---
Coldwater on Highwai








Fruit Market on 94 East.
'9a. m. to 5 p. at. Friday
and Saturday.
GARAGE SALE. Friday








SIX FAMILY Sale, at
American Legion
Building, Saturday,
• October 161h. large
variety of new and used
clothing, sizes from







Saturday. 9 a. m. on 121
N., west of Coldwater.
43. Real Estale
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs your
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
HOME AND 30 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick ranck home
with large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached garage.
Locat-kl East of Murray
in quiet, .peaceful- area.
Large machineshed and
other outside storage on
'property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.
43 Real Estate
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom




finance. JOHN C. NEU-
BAUER, REALTOR
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531.
For the young couple who
mid a mice home bat ,at
watch the bedget • 3
bedroom brick, den, kit-
chen, .4 acre let • $22,500.
Om* im a while a bane
comes along that has all the
charm aid distinction of Wee
ratify expensive residences
with choice londscaping: 3
bedroom, brick, 2 baths with
double lavatories, den with
Frautidin stove; large utility.
U•shap•d kitchen,
economical gas - plus glass
doors opining om path with
magnificent Mew. $36,500.
Country living - under
$20,000 - first Mao as
market • 3 bedroom, brick,
kitchen includes
range and washer.dryer
hookup, bath with shower;
outside storage on carport.
Located northwest of
Murray on 1 ocres.
Wilson his. & Real Estate
Cell 753-3263 anytime
44. Lots For Sale
_TWO LOTS in Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
Call 753-8623,
45 Farms For Sale
60 ACRES, new 2
bedroom brick home.
Call 382-
46. Home) For Sale
FOR SALE or trade for
mobile home, lot, or
older house, etc. New 3
bedroom brick on water
and sewer, mid 20's. Call
753-3672.
. BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with










woven wire fence. One --(g
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove -- -
Price 4100,000. Call 753-
5618.
WANT PLENTY of elbow
room? Then this is for
you. On 4 acres just 1
miles East of Highway
94 on Irvin Cobb Road.
Brick 3 bedroom with
1 t2 baths, 2 car garage,
covered patio, deep
well. Land is gently
rolling. Home built in
1971 and &Modern. Call
us for appointment to




FOR SALE - 80 acres,









Across from Post Office.
NEW THREE bedroom
home with living room,
den, kitchen and two
baths. Fully carpeted.
- Central heat and air
conditioning. Large
corner lot. JOHN C.
NEUBAUER, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Linda Drake at 753-
0192.
FIRST TIME OFFERED
for this six room, 2
bedroom, bath home
in Hazel, Ky., featuring
central gas heat,
basement and double
garage on 1.21 acres of
lovely, landscaped
property. Included is
private well in addition
to city water and sewer
'system. Phone Kop-
perud Realty for details,
753-1222.
TWO BEDROOM house
for sale by owner. Near
hospital. Shown by
appointment. Call 753-
2778 between 9 a. m. and
5 p. m.
46. Home) For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
.house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on S. acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles WO
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1/2 bath, full basement
, with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' 3( 60'
body shop. Price 860,000.
Call 753-5618.
Gatesborough Subdivision
Lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick with heat pump,
central air, double garage, family room, formal
dining room, fireplace, sunileck, and plus wall-
to-wall carpeting. Beautifully decorated new








A reyr,st has been received from Sid and Loret-
,_ta Jwi, by the Murray Planning Commission to
• boid lublic hearing to rezone the property at
1200 ail 1 1202 Sycamore from R-2 residential- to
PO Prqessional office. A public hearing will be
held it Murray City Hall on October 19, 1976 at
7:00 7'1. All interested parties are invited to at-
tend I, meeting.
W. A Franklin, Chairman of Murray Planning Com-





shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER. Three
bedroom kitchen, dining
room, front and back
porch, full basement.
Good buy. Call 753-5996.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, den, 1/2 bath,
double garage, central
- heat and air. Located
near High School. Call
753-6935 after 5 p.m.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, 2 small out-
buildings, close to
shopping centers and
downtown. On 641 South.
Call 753-0154.
October Special








Come by our office, 408 So. 4th St. and lets talk Real
Estate. We list below some of our good values.
New Listing
43 Acre farm located on Hwy. 94-E of Murray. This farm has good tobacco
.barn. Also 12 stock ponds. Approximately 1'4 mile of highway frontage. Many
good building sites.
New 3 bedroom briar home in beautiful Lynnwood Estates. This home has
central heat and air. Also many nice features in the dining area. Garage has
entranceS from side street. Only two miles from town.
Just Listed
On highway 121-S 5 miles from Murray. Grocery store and restaurant with
"Stock and fixtures. Also a 2 bedroom apartment above store. Recently
decorated. An ideal piece of _property for a couple who wants to go in
business.
We have some fine residential lots in Fairview Acres. Lynnwood Estates, 641
South and Panorama Shores. Call us for details
Commercial Property Lake Stop Grocery. doing good business before
closing, owner retiring. Two bedroom apt. above store. Also 4 bedroom
house in very good condition. 360 ft. on 94 Highway E. ;
Five Acre tract woulci make beautiful building site. Located on Dr. Douglas
Road. Price $3500.
Two bedroom home with large living room and fireplace, beautiful water
view in Panorama Shores. Price $22,500.
New 3 bedroom brick homes in beautiful Lynnwood Estate with city water.
Only two miles from town.
Nice building lots in Hazel, Ky. New subdivision on Maple St. Water and
sewage. Lot size 110x140. Price $2,500.
In Panorama Shores, 3 lots 90 x 120 on Panorama Drive. Good building lots.
Price $2,000 each,
On Scenic Drive in Keniana Shores. Nice 3 bedroom home with cedar siding.
Large lot good year around living. Near Ky. Lake only $19,500.
Located on 12th Street. Two nice 3 bedroom homes between Olive and Main
St. Renting for $275 per month. Price $26,500 each will not sell separately.
Quality constructed home on North 7th St. 4 bedroom two fireplaces, cedar
lined closets, 2 baths, patio and garden space, metal utility building. Price
$26,500. Owner will consider financing.
Located on 13th and Vine St. Nice three bedroom stone house with com-
pletely separate basement apartment extra large two car garage, gas heat
and very economical. Let rented apt. pay for house. See this one today.
Located on Oak Country Club Road approx. 2 mile west of Murray. 21 acres
of choice development property. Priced to sell.
Commercial Property. 6 acres located at edge of city limits on 641 North this
property has high potential for many differentbusinesses. Price $16,000.
Located on 641 South. 5 lots, size 100 x 350. Price $2,750 each or $12,500 as a
package.
On 641 South and Peggy Ann Drive 10 acres, very good property for future
development. Price $¢3,000.
Farm Property, 67 acres located 212 mile west of Crossland on Jones Mill
Rd. app. 28 acres in cultivation has good barn and large pond. Also on good
gravel rd. Price $20,000.
To Buy See Us
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46 Humes sjle
BY OWNER .,.-..- 3
bedroom, P2 bath brick
home with modern
kitchen, den, living
room,-_ central gas heat
and central electric air.
Attached garage.
Located near. Murray
High. Priced in mid 30's,
Call 753-6007.
REDUCED - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination,




Honda 750. Call 753-8612
or 437-4529.
1976 YAMAHA Enduro
125. Has 105 miles. Still
under warranty. 1976
Yamaha YZ 125, 4
months old. Best offer
on both. Call 753-7728.
48 Automotive Service
FOR SALE - double air
horn. Call 753-5311.
1972 CAPRI. Sharp. $1175.
Call 753-6602.
1968 VISTA CRUISER
station wagon with sun
roof and air condition.
Call after 5 p. m. 753-
9311 or 753-2674.
1974. GMC 14 ton Sierra
Grande, 24,000 Hwy.
miles; HT F & R, 35(.4















Air, power, $1800. 1973




From the circus line, I year old
Call 753-5063 for appointment
,
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, October 16th, 10 a.m. 1627 Miller Street,
Murray, Ky. at the James Kenyon home.
Mrs. Kenyon's mother has passed sway. They have mowed in
with her father, making it necessary to WI large house cram-
med full of extra nice appliances, furniture, gists, chine, collec-
tors items, tools. Will only list part ef it. Like new refrigenwor,
dryer, delswesimr, miterend sir comilliewer, said appliances,
IL hyinggas stove, sink refrigerator combo, complete ranch oak
stove, sink end ref rigeretor combo, complete rend' oak living
room suite, chairs, coach, mid sod coffee tables, neugehyde
coach, odd chairs, end tables, roll top desk, rockers, stets° con *
sole, T. V., mirrors, rugs, lets of lamps, pictures end frames,
filing cabinets, round maple taiga end chairs, gun cabinet, oc-
tagon Mediterranean tale and theirs, antique Mexican f or.
, 2 bedroom suites, one set of bunk beds, complete, one
king she bed complete, lets*morp furniture, lots of gloss, chine,
end cooking utensils, large collectioa of choice Avon bottMs;
Japanese bolt bins, filled with bolts, lots ofart wort, metal
tools, 230 snip welder, drib, meters, bench grinder, lets of












Almost new home with peaceful setting and
quality throughout. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, den with fireplace, living room, kitchen,
dinette, utility -room and attached 2-car garage
with automatic door-opener. Home is very
pleasantly decorated throughout and we believe
it is an excellent buy at $42,900. .
KOPPERUD
REALTY nil










----- - ab......-- -
,......-
- '-•••••••••-•-•
Located 4 Miles from Murray, elegant home on
lovely 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, dem with fireplace, living
room, formal dining room, kitchen, utility room,
large 2-car garage, concrete and brick patio.
Home has Andersen windows, central vacuum,
central heat and air, and is beautifully decorated
with quality throughqig. Attractively landscaped
yard with brick well house. Phone us today.
KOPPERUD
REALTY m
Ph: 753-1222 ' 711 Main
49 jrii L. &
1970 PHALIBU 307 two




Boat, motor and trailer,
$395. 1973 Datusn with





tape. 4800 miles. Call
437-4738.
1971 DODGE FOUR door
Polara Custom. One
owner local car. Call
436-2427.








brakes. $2495. Call 753-
8914.
1971 FORD GALAXIE
500. Local car. Excellent
condition. Reasonable
price. Call 753-8062.





FOR SALE OR TRADE.
1974 Toronado. 35,000
miles. Brakes, steering,
air. Power seats and
windows. AM-FM tape.
Radial tires. See at




mag wheels, 8 track
stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
/1441. "
1972 FORD pickup, V-8
straight shift. 1969
Rambler, 4 door,
steering brakes and air.
Call 753-8487.
1969 CHEVROLET
Impala, $495. 1965 Ford
Ranchero, $295. 1973
Gremlin, 1 owner, low




brakes and air, with new
tires. Sharp. Call 753-
3596,




wagon asking $1250. Call
436-5482.
1915 GMC van, 6 cyli
straight shift with






power windows, tilt -
wheel, AM-FM radio, 2
mag wheels'- . Must sell.
Take over payments.
Call 474-2211, ext. 251.
1969 FORD automatic, air
condition. Mechanically
perfect. Front end needs










1971 Pontiac Beeneville, now
fire,, factory air, croisamatir;
hurdt.p. CaN 753-5738.
FOR SALE 1970 Fiat.
Good condition. Call 753- "
0502 or 435-4363 after 5.
1971 PONTIAC Bon-
neville. 2 Dr. H. T.




3 WHEEL U. S. Mail car,
2 cylinder onan engine.
New tires $200.00. Phone
354-6217.
1971 DODGE VAN. New
tires, mag wheels,
chrome side pipes. Six
cylinder. Call 753-0579
after 6 p.m.
1975 CAMARO LT. Fully
equipped, 19,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Blue, new white wall
tires. Call 753-0358.
50 Campers




























Saturday, October 16, 10:00 a.m. Rain or Shine, at
Mrs. J. Clifton Harrell home 1004 Forking Dr.
Leave 641 South at sign at Brandon Bros. Used Cars
Follow sign.
Selling the cleanest furniture from home
recently sold, bedroom suite, day bed, 4 chair
Mahogany dining room set, kitchen set, vanity,
chest, trunk, bookshelf, cane and wrought iron
chairs, straight and rockers, half bed, silver-
ware, dishes, cooking ftensi1s and many other
Pieces. Bottles, brass and oil lamps, 4 dolls 45
years old, and bed, large floor lamp and night-
stand; gas cook stove, refrigerater, sweeper,
childrens swing, chair,• and toys, flat irons,
books, razor and strap, fruit cans and fruit. May
have refrigerator, large wardrobe and other
pieces from Dr. Ralph Woods estate.
Eats and drinks, not responsible for accidents.








Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and - Wilson put
aluminum siding and








all types of rock: white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat arid cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.













mirrors, and table tops.




TREES CUT and moved




exterior by the hour or












FOR YO4' /I SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work need-- t-all John
Lane. Phom -53-8669 or
436-2586.




getting th ,,se small











and roofs sealed. Call




bank gravel Call 436-
2306_
51 Services Offered
WILL DO Babysitting in








slate , mirrors, shower







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for





gtraranteed. -Calf - or'
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old





and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night;
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-
pliances -Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to





heaters, etc. Call 753-
2666 after 1:00p. in. -
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.





rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put. down over plastic.
Free estimate. *Call
_ Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.

















Call 753-4124, South 4th















53 feed And Seed
FOR SALE - seed wheat.
14.00 'bushel. Cell- 435-
4343.
WHEATITRAW for sale.
289 on Pottertovm Road.
90 cents a bale, one or








Call 753-3954 after 5.
FREE FOUR MONTH
old kitten, solid black
with deep yellow eyes.
Affectionate and
healthy. Call 753-3535
after 5 p. m.
FREE - TWO VI month
old pups. One is part
Weimaraner, bluish-
gray in color, and
named Blue Baby. The
other is part shephard,
brown with a black
muzzle, and named
Poco. Both are friendly
and affectionate to the
point of being almost
down right mushy. They





them. Call 753-3994 or
753-3535 after 5:00.
FREE TO SOMEONE for
a pet. Seven weeks old.







3314.00 Up. Flowed, ready le 'se. Mobile hems MITisons, patios,





Going to the highest sealed bid. Send all bids to
Dexter Baptist Church, GO James Pritchett,
Route 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036. All bids will be
opened October 20, 1976, highest bid will be con-




Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. ̀ rou can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of October. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every- fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular custgmer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Oc-
tober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone:
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.





5. WIrat do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well reatf
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount







TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
7
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Red Cross. . (Continued from Page 1
number to call in order to sign up for
the class w is 76?-2193.
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary of the local Red Cross
chapter, said that 497 persons took the
water safety course at the new Murray-
Calloway County park, that figure
being 'tine-third more than at any
previous time.
..Mrs„ Blankenship indiCa1ed that files
have been WO since the
first world war. The national chapter
requires that files be kept only for five
sears.
Mr:13Tankenship Went on 10 say that
quota for the 1977 fund drive has
been- Sc' at $10,664 , $41, 685 of which
would remain in the county and $4979
of which wou.ld go to the national
:arlizat ion.
Holmes Ellis ' appointed the com-
mittee to choose the fund drive
chairperson for 1977 - Harvey E14,
Harry Sparks and Henry Holton. Ellis
also appointed a committee comprised
of Walt Apperson, David Dickson and
Sid Easley, chairman, to study the
feasibility of sites for the local Red
Cross offices when the space in the
court house is no longe,r_available, _
Members in attendance at the
quarterly meeting were the following:
Holmes Ellis, chairman; David
Dickson, vice-chairman; Dr. Ruth
Cole, secretary; Sid Easley, treasurer;
Mrs. Kathryn Glover, volunteers; Ms.
Ginny Gordon, service to military;
Mrs. Carole Hahn, publicity; Dr. Rex
Alexander, Leonard Vaughn, Fleet-
wood Crouch.
Shirley Pifat To Be
Guest At Awards Tea
Mrs. Shirley Pifat, -Murray, Ken-
tucky, will be guest of honor at the first
Foster Parents' Awards Tea of the
Illinois Children's Home gi Aid Society.
The social is slated for Sunday,
October 17, from 12:30 to 3 p. m. at the
Guildhall, Ambassador West Hotel.
Mrs. Pifat has been an ICH&A foster
parent for the past 10 years.
-We ask a great deal of our foster
parents," said Alice James, director of
social services. "We ask them to take in
child whose experiences may be very
if fer en fr om their own or-thaiiif their'
children.
"Sometimes, the child, who wants
and needs love most desperately, will
appear to reject a loving family. The
youth may be afraid he won't make it
because he has lost-his own home and
may other foster homes.
"Foster care takes people who have
patience and can wait to see the results
of their efforts.
"There are gratifications. Children
are remarkably resilient and mu: they
can trust an adult, they blossom. -
"Foster parents need to give all kinds
of care, including a corrective ex-
perience to. children, with limitations
because; of previous destructive
relationships." - ---- • -- - -----
Illinois Children's Home & Aid
Society, 1122 Nort Dearborn Street, is
a private non-sectarian welfare agency
involved in maternity counseling,
adoption and foster care.
SEPTEMBER OWENS—Citizens of the Month for September at Calloway
Counts, High School, are Renee Tobey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick
Tobes, and Shea Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs Buddy Sykes. The award is
gis en by the CCHS Student Council.
Staff Photo by David Hill
MSU Homecoming Parade Set For Saturday . • .1(ontinued from Page 11
They will be $5 at the door and $3 for
Murray State students, faculty and
staff.
Homecoming Eve activities include
the seventh annual Homecoming golf
tournament, tennis 'competition, a
dinner 'In memory of Pop Doyle and
honoring past members of the
Thoroughbred Marching Band and the
University Choir, the Agriculture
Alumni Association dinner, and a
conceit featuring Rich Matteson with
the Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note and the
-rampus Jazz Ensemble.
Besides the usual assortment of
breakfasts, coffees, brunches, lunches.,
dinners, and parties for fraternities,'
sororities and other organizations, the
Saturday schedule includes a reunion
and recognition at half time of those
Welber Racer football players who
earned Little All-America or All-OVC
honors,, the annual Alumni
Smorgasbord, a postgame open house
at Oakhurst and a Homecoming concert
and dance.
George Benson, jazz guitarist, will
present a concert, along with a special
guest, at 7 p. m. in the exposition
center. Tickets are $4.50 for students
and $6 for non-students.
They can be obtained at the Student
Activities Office in the Student Center
on campus, Sunset Boulevard and
Chuck's Music, Murray, Jim Gatlin's,
Cohrs Magnavox, and Paducah Mall in
Paducah.
An open dance is scheduled to follow
in the Center from 10 p. m. to 2 a. m,
with a top-I0 Memphis band, "Concrete
and Stone" providing the music for the
free event.
The McClintocks will present a Praise Concert at the Spring Creek Baptist Church,
Friday, October 13', at 7:00 p. m. The church is located seven miles northwest of
Murray, just off the Penny road. On behalf of the entire congregation, pastor Tom
Powell invites everyone to attend.
Here's Vickie and the new DT-100
was $625 Now $475
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Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger. &
Times by I. M. Sinion co. are as foliose
Industrial Avg. 419
Airco 264 one
Amer. Motors  unc
A41.19nd (-61 261,4
A. T. & T. 604 -4
Ford 554 -1
Gen. Dynamics . . .....  . 46 -1
Gen. Motors .. -46
Gen. Tire ........  24 *4
-Goodrich 244 -k4
Gull Oil ..  263i.
Pennwalt . 31%
Quaker OaLs  . ..... 214
Republic Steel 314 -4
Singer  . 17 -7.
Tappan  unc
Western Union  Ws -4
Zenith 263/4 -'4
Prices of stock of local interest M noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
He ublein Inc 464 -4
McDonalds Corp 524. -1
Ponderosa Systems 64 we




General Efec. ....... 514
GAF Corp. 134
Georgia Pacific . 3314
Pfizer 
Jim Walters 344 -4
Kirsch  154 unc
Disney ................439$





A bazaar and flea market,
sponsored by the Women's
Department of the
Reorganized Latter Day
Saints Church, will be held at
Uncle Willie's Trading Post on
_IL-S. Highway 641 ai Midway
on Friday and Saturday,
October 15 and 16.
The hours for the special
fund raising project will be





Methodist Men will hold their
regular monthly breakfast on
Sunda', October 17, at 7:00 a.
m. in the fellowship hall of the
church.
Sgt. Iris Crawford, state
detective with the Kentucky
Highway Patrol, will be a
special guest and will lead a
discussion on- matters of
community interest,
especially to the younger
members of the group, ac-
cording to Mark McCallon
who is in charge of the
program.
All members are urged to
attend and guests are invited,
according to a church
spokesman.
Suicide in this country has
increased from about 10 per
100,000 population in the early
1950,s to 12.5 in the '70s.




infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Howell of Trenton,
Mich., died Wednesday at ten
a.m, at a hospital there. The
baby lived for only seven
hours. Mrs. Howell is the
former Sharon ,McClure.
Survivors are his parents
and two brothers, Charles
Edward Howell and Andy
Gordon Howell, Trenton,
Mich.; grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Howell and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McClure, all of
Taylor, Mich.; great gran-
dparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford McClure of Murray
and Mrs.,,Nonnie Gordon of
Dexter.
Funeral and burial services





Robert C. Ward of 837 Hurt
Drive, Murray, died in his
hotel room in Memphis, Tenn.,
where he was_ staying_ while_
waiting to enter the Veterans
Administration Hospital there
on Friday.
Mr. Ward ,As discovered
dead in his room this morning,
and an autopsy is being
performed to determine the
cause of death. He was an
Army veteran of World War
II, and was retired due to
disability.
The Murray man was a
member of the Memorial
Baptist Church. Born May 12,
1922, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Clint
Ward and Nellie Gray Clayton
Ward.
Survivors are one sister,
Mrs. G. B. ( Pauline) Jones,
1904 Gatesborough Circle,
Murray; two nieces, Miss
Margaret Nell Jones and Miss
Mary Ann Jones, Murray; two
nephews, Dan Jones, Murray,
and Robert Charles Johansen,
Newport Beach, Calif.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the arrangements.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
355.4, up 0.1.
Below dam 301.8, no change.
Barkley Lake 7 a. m. 355.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 304.4, down 0.3.




Lincoln F. Bradley of
Hardin Route One died'
Wednesday at three p.m. at
his home. He was 67 years of
age, and his religion was'
Unitarian.
The deceased served as
Judge Pro-tern of Marshall
County until his recent illness.
A Navy veteran of World War
II, he was born February 1,
1909, to the late Fred C. and
Matilda Schloz Bradley.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Clara Gebers Bradley, Hardin
Route One; one daughter,
Mrs. David DeBessonet, New
Orleans, La.; one son, Mike
Bradley, Louisville; two
brothers, Myron Bradley,




bequeathed his body to the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center at Lexington
where it has been taken. The
Linn Funeral Home of Benton
was in charge of the
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Marshall County Ambulance
Service. No funeral services
will be held.
Mrs. Ora L Sykes
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Ora Lee Sykes of Route
One, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Wednesday at seven a.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
She was 85 years of age, and
was the widow of James
Conrad Sykes who died
January 16, 1974. Mrs. Sykes
was a member of the
Bethlehem Church of Christ.
Born July 14, 1891, in Henry
County, she Was the daughter
of the late Jim and Etta
Jackson LaFever.
Mrs. Sykes is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Charlie
(Myrtle) Gulledge, Route
One, Buchanan, Tenn., four
grandchildren, and eight
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at 2:30 p.m. at
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with





Solid steel receiver tapped for scope mounts. Five popular
calibers. Three rings ofsteel strength 'around the cartridge
head. Du Pont scratch-resistant fIK-W wood finish. Recoil
absorbing design. Distinctive secure-grip checkering. Posi-
tive cross bolt safety. Quick loading five shot clips. 742
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571
Fall
Specials



















 _Reg. $12.50 '$895
Bel-Air Decor Store
/53-3642
price
43
